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ABSTRACT 
The Elliston area includes four townships located along the 
continental divide west of Helena, Montana on the northwest margin 
of the Boulder Batholith and within the Laramide disturbed belt. 
Strata ranging in age from Precambrian through recent are present, 
with all but thQ Ordovician, Silurian, and Triassic System& repr~s 
sented. The sedimentary rocks are mainly marine and continental 
carbonates, shales, and sandstones typical of a relatively stable 
shelf. The Precambrian Belt "Series" comprise the oldest rocks. The 
lower Cretaceous Blackleaf Fonnation is the youngest pre-Laramide unit. 
Post-Laramide sediments include fine-grained mid-Tertiary basin fills, 
terrace gravels, a moraine, and a mantle of coarse gravel in the north 
which may be the remnant of an early Pleistocene drift sheet. 
The oldest of four generat.ions of igneous rocks is a sequence 
of pre-Laramide latitic and andesitic volcanics and related sills, 
probably correlative with the Lake Cretaceous Elkhorn Mountains 
Volcanics. A number of small post-Laramide granodioritic plutons, 
satellitic to the Boulder Batl1olith, intrude the volcanics and older 
rocks, and are responsible for extensive thermal metamorphism. In the 
Avon basin there are extensive later post-Laramide Tertiary rhyolite 
flows, which pre-date the basin-fill sediments. In the Dog Creek 
basin area similar rhyolites occur which appear to overlie the dirft 
(?) gravels and may be of Quaternary age. 
The major structural feature is a large southeasterly plunging 
syncline, which is overthrust from the west by an adjacent snticline. 
These structures were modified during batholitb.ic intrusion by some 
secondary folding and much faulting. The Avon and Dog Creek basins 
are products of post-Laramide block-faulting. 
vi 
INTRODUCTION 
Location 
The Elliston area is located in centraJ.-western Montana about 
10 miles west of Helena, in Lewis and Clark, and Powell counties. 
The area mapped consists of four townships mainly in the northern 
two-thirds of the Elliston Quadrangle but overlapping into the Avon 
Quadrangle to the west. On the south the boundary extends just out-
side of the township line, following the Little Blackfoot River and 
then U.S. Highway 12 up to McDonald Pass. 
Most of the area is easily accessible from U.S. Highway 12, 
which follows the southern boundary of the area. Good graded and 
drained roads extend northward to Mullan Pass on the east side and 
up Snowshoe Creek on the west side of the area. In the north a good 
unimproved road connects Marysville and Blackfoot City, giving good 
access to this part. An interconnecting network of poorer unim-
proved roads and jeep trails passable to most cars, except during 
and shortly after heavy rains, provides a means of traversing most 
of the country between the better roads mentioned above. 
Topography and Drainage 
Three of the townships mapped are mountainous, but about 29 
square miJ.es of the southwestern township are in the Avon Valley, a 
smaJ.l intermontane basin. The mountains of the Dog Creek drainage in 
the ea,stern and northern parts of the map area are low and rounded 
(see Fig. 2); the mountains drained by the streams of the Avon Valley 
l 
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have somewhat narrower) steeper-sided valleys) but are still low and 
smooth (Figs. 3,4). The mountainous topography is in an early mature 
stage of devel9pment; ridgecrests are mostly narrow) as are the valleys) 
with the exception of Dog Creek and its larger tributaries, which 
have relatively broad, alluvium-filled valleys. The Avon Valley is 
characterized by flat, gently sloping sUl"faces, with an area of higher, 
more rugged hills along the western border of the map area. Relief in 
this basin locally ranges between 100 and 300 feet; total relief is 
843 feet. In the mountains local relief ranges in general between 
500 and 1500 feet; total relief is 3170 feet. Most of the higher 
ridge crests, that is those forming the skyline when.seen from a dis-
tance, are in the 6800 to 7000 feet elevation range. Two rather mas-
sive mountains rise noticeably above this level - Black Mountain 
(elev. 8338) in the extreme northwest corner and Greenhorn Mountain 
(elev. 7505) in the northeastern part of the area (Fig.2). 
The Continental Divide extends through the area near to and paral-
leling the north and east boundaries and thus most of the area is west 
of the divide and is drained by the southflowing tributaries of the 
Little Blackfoot River, itself a tributary of the Clark Fork of the 
Columbia. The parts of the area east and north of the Continental 
Divide are drained by the headwaters of smaD. tributaries of the Mis-
souri River. Most of the larger streams in the area are perennial, but 
many of their tributaries are ephemeral, drying up by August. There is 
a noticeable adjustment of drainage to fractures in the bedrock. 
Bedrock in the area is not well exposed. 
l ..,_-----------~....----~~------------""""· r" _ if}". 9 3.;p\!t 41. 5.4 P&.,~ A!Rh < J@; 
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Climate and Vegetation 
The climate is characterized by short warm summers and long cold 
winters. Average temperature for July, the warmest month is aoout 
0 1 
64°F; that for January, the coldest month is 21 F. The prevailing 
westerly winds provide a moderating influence for winter temperatures. 
Mean annual precipitation at Elliston is 21 in. (Konizeski, 1957). 
Snowfall is heavy and with the possible exception of July, may fall 
at any time of the year. On some of the higher forested northern and 
eastern slopes drifts may persist through most of the summer. Most of 
the precipitation falls as rain in May and June. 
The mountains are generally forested, although large grassy 
patches often occur on south facing slopes. Areas underlain by shale 
and hornfels, or gravel, also may be unf~rested,'being characterized 
'by gentle grassy slopes. The forests are almost entirely coniferous-, 
the coI!llllon trees being Douglas Fir, Lodgepole Pine, Engelmann Spruce, 
Alpine Fir, and Limber (and White-Bark)? Pine, with the latter two 
especially connnon at higher elevations. Aspen form small local groves 
and the vall.ey floor of Dog Creek.has a heavy growth of willows and 
alders. The Avon Valley is unforested, except for small groves of 
Ponderosa Pine and Douglas Fir, which grow in the ravines and in areas 
underlain by rhyolite. Dedicuous growth is abundant along the Little 
:Blackfoot River, the most common tree probably being Balsam Poplar. 
The relation of vegetation to rock type is noticeable, parti-
cularly on south-facing slopes, where shales are characterized by grassy 
l 
These data are for Deerlodge, about 20 miles to the southwest 
(Konizeski, 1957). 
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areas while adjacent quartzites and limestones are forested. Large 
areas of granite rock are heavily forested whereas smaller patches of 
the same type of rock are often grassy (Fig. 5). In the northern part 
of the area the Park and Wolsey shales, the Flathead quartzite, and 
the Belt argillites and quartzites support extremely dense stands of 
Lodgepole Pine, with patches of excellent huckleberries. 
Previous Work 
Parts of the area have been mapped and described by a number of 
geologists: Joseph Barrell (1907) mapped the Marysville Stock and 
described the associated contact metamorphism and mineralization of 
the Belt formations in the extreme northeastern corner of the area; 
Knopf (1913) described the geology of the Marysville and Blackfoot 
City mining areas and described the Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks in 
the Elliston area; Stone and Bonine (1915) mapped the outcrop area of 
the Phosphoria formation to the north and east of Elliston by recon-
naissance; Clapp (1932) included this area in a reconnaissance geologic 
map of northwestern Montana; Pardee and Schrader (1933) described 
the mines of the Ophir .(Blackfoot City) and Marysville districts; 
Knopf (1950) described the geology of the Marysville Stock and named 
a new Belt formation, the Greenhorn Mountain Quartzite, from extensive 
exposures on Greenhorn Mountain; Pardee (1950) and Alden (1953) 
discussed the Cenozoic structural and geomorphologic history of western 
Montana, citing several examples from this area; Robertson (1953) 
and Erdmann (1959) prepared road logs of the geology along U.S. Highway 
12 on the southeastern boundary of the area and along Dog Creek and in 
the Mullan Pass area; Knopf (1963) prepared a geologic map of the 
6 
northern part of the Boulder Ba.tholith which included the part of this 
area lying east of the Continental Divide; Bierwagon (1963) mapped 
the northern 3/4 of the mountain area and named a new Belt Forrnation, 
the Black Mountain Formation. Of the above studies, those of Barrell 
(1907), Knopf (1963), and Bierwagon (1963) involved detailed mapping. 
The country to the north (Princeton Ph.D. theses), south 
,:~---~·<c":-tson, 1953 and Ruppel, 1963), and east (Knopf, 1963) has been 
largely mapped, but the cowitry to the west in the Avon and Garrison 
Quadrangles has not been mapped in detail, although mapping of vol-
canics in the area is in progress (Prostka, USGS, 1964, personal com-
munication) • 
Present Work 
The writer 1 s field work was carried out during the summers of 
1963 and 1964, with a total of about 19 weeks spent in the field, two 
of which were spent measuring sections. Frequent snowfalls during the 
last two weeks of August, 1964, greatly hampered field operations. 
The area was mapped with the aid of aerial photographs supplied 
by the U.S. Forest Service regional office in Missoula, at scales of 
about 1:21,000 and 1:15,000. One part of the area, consisting of 
sections 25, 26, 35, and 36, T. llN., R.6w. did not have photo coverage 
and was mapped using t.he Elliston topographic sheet (USGS, l: 62,500). 
The geology was transferred from the aerial photos to the Elliston 
and Avon topographic sheets in preparation of the final map. 
Stratigraphic sections were measured using steeJ. tape and Brun~on 
compass. The Quadrant, Kootenai, and the formations of the Colorado 
Group were not measured. 
7 
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Fig. 2. View east from Meyers Hill. Broad valley 
in middle distance (Spring Gulch) contains early drift(?) 
gravels on south-facing slope. 
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Fig . 3. View east up Ophir Creek from Avon Valley . 
Avon Valley fault scarp and Ophir Creek in distance. 
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Fig. 4. View east up Snowshoe Creek from Avon Valley. 
Avon Valley fault scarp and a nwnber three level terrace at 
mouth of Snowshoe Creek Canyon in distance. 
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Fig. 5. View northwest across Snowshoe Creek Valley. 
Hummocky heavily-forested area in left middle distance is 
Blackfoot City stock. Madison Limestone in sparsely forested 
areas. 
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PRE-CENOZOIC STRATIGRAPHY 
Sedimentary strata ranging in age from Precambrian through Quater-
nary are present in the mapped area with all but the Ordovician, 
Silurian, and Triassic Systems represented. In general the Cambrian, 
Devonian, and Mississippian Periods are represented by moderately 
thick sequences of marine limestone and dolomite separated by com-
paratively thin shale units. Pennsylvanian and later rocks are 
mainly coarser elastics of marine and continental origin. The Paleozoic 
and Mesozoic rocks are typical of an epeirogenically active shelf or 
miogeosynclinal border, with frequent abrupt vertical lithologic changes, 
resulting in numerous and relatively persistent thin formations. Ter-
tiary sediments occur mainly as fine tuffaceous elastic fills in post-
Laramide structural b=J,sins, although some coarse high level fluvial 
gravels in the area are also probably Tertiary in age. Glacial tills, 
terrace gravels, and valley alluvium comprise the Quaternary sediments. 
The area is relatively unfavorable for detailed stratigraphic work 
because of the covered,poor exposures, faulting, and contact meta.morphism. 
Of the approximately 66 square miles of exposure of Paleozoic and Meso-
zoic rocks, 34 square miles have been moderately to severely altered, so 
that determination of the character of the original rock is difficult. 
This is especially true for the argillaceous rocks, which are of~en 
a.l.tered to har,d massive hornfelses. 
Terminology employed in grain size and bedding thickness des-
criptions in the following discussions of formations is given in Appendix 
I. Fig. 6 shows the stratigraphic units present and their correlation 
10 
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with other areas in the state. 
Precambrian 
Rocks of the Belt "Series"l crop out over about 25 square miles 
in the northern part of the area and in a more limited outcrop area 
along the scarp at the east side of the Avon :Ba.sin. The Belt rocks 
were mapped as a unit, the individual formations not being delineated. 
The Belt strata of this area are typical of the Belt in many other 
parts of M::mtana, consisting principally of maroon and grey-green 
ripple-marked and mudcracked argillites and thinly-bedded cross-
stratified quartzites. In the Marysville area, buff weathering dark 
green aphanitic dolomitic hornfels of the Helena Dolomite props out 
extensively. Knopf (1950) gives descriptions of the Belt formations in 
the Marysville area. These are in the .Missoula Group, the uppermost 
group of the Belt aseries", total 9400 feet in thickness, and are, in 
ascending order, the Empire Formation, Helena Dolomite) Marsh Form-
ation, and Greenhorn Mountain Quartzite. West of the Marysville area 
the Black Mountain Formation overlies the Greenhorn Mountain Quartzite 
(Bierwagon, 1963). 
The type sections of two of the Belt formations, the Greenhorn 
Mountain Quartzite (Knopf, 1950) and the Black Mountain Formation (Bier-
wagon, 1963) occur in the area. The quartzites of these two units are 
sometimes difficult to distinguish from the overlying Flathead 
quartzites. Differences noted by the author which proved to be of vaJ..ue 
in the field are: 1) the Belt quartzites are often stained reddish-
1 
As the.term Belt does not have any valid time connotation, it would 
appear to be more proper to refer to these rocks as the Belt Supergroup, 
although they are referred to as the Belt Series in most of the liter~ture. 
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purple or maroon, while those of the Flathead are purple, violet, or 
what is more common, a rusty-tan; 2) thin interbeds of maroon, often 
sparsely white-flecked argillite,~hin-bedded very fine-grained light 
grey quartzites, o~en micaceous, and maroon mudflake breccias occur 
with the Precrunb:cian rocks; and 3) much of the :Belt quartzite, especi-
ally in the Greenhorn Mountain Formation, is noticeably feldspathic, 
and the weathered feldspars showing up as tiny white specks on the 
surface of the rock - the Flathead on the other hand is nearly pure 
quartzite. 
No exposures showing angular discordance between the Belt and the 
overlying F.l.athead were observed, but the presence of an angular un-
conformity is indicated by the successive truncation of progressively 
older Belt formations as one traverses along the Precambrian-Cambrian 
boundary east through this area and through the adjacent Helena Q.lad-
rangle (Knopf, 1950, l963). Sixty miles to the west of the Elliston 
area in the Bonner Quadrangle, the contact between the :Belt and over-
lying Cambrian(?) shales seems to be gradational (Nelson & Dobell, 1961), 
so the unconformity is probably due to uplift on the eastern margin 
of the :Belt Geosyncline, with continuous deposition bridging the Pre-
cambrian-Cambrian boundary farther west in the axial region of the geo-
syncline. 
Cambrian b'ystem 
About 2100 feet of Cambrian strata overlie the rocks of the Belt 
11 Series11 in this area. In ascending order, the formations are the 
Flathead Quartzite, Wolsey ShaJ.e, Meagher Limestone, Park Shale, Has-
mark Dolomite, and Red Lion Formation. With the exception of the Hasmark, 
1 
14 
lithologies are similar to those of the Cambrian of the Belt Mountains 
of central Montana and hence terminology from that area is here employed. 
The Hasmark Dolomite here replaces in stratigraphic position the Pilgrim 
Limestone of the Belt Mountains; the term Hasmark is used here because 
of the similarity in lithology of tl:le un:tt to the Hasmark of the Philips-
burg and Bearmouth areas farther west. The Hasmark in these areas is 
supposedly a facies equivalent of the Meagher, Park, and Pilgrim Form-
ations to the east (Hanson, 1952). 
The F.lathead, Wolsey, Meagher, and Park formations as they are 
now known were first employed by Weed (1900), along with the Pilgrim 
Limestone, the now 11non-existent11 Yogo Limestone, and the Dry Creek 
Shale (now a member of the Red Lion Formation) as members of the Barker 
Formation in the Little Belt Mountains. Emmons and Calkins (1913) in-
troduced the terms Red Lion and Hasmark in the Philipsburg area. Deiss 
(1936) revised the type sections of Weed's Cambrian units, raised them 
to formational rank, and eliminated the term Barker. 
In the map area the best exposures of unaltered Cambrian strata 
occur in the northwestern part along the south side of the Continental 
Divide, between the Betor Ranch and Cave Gulch; and in a more restricted 
area between Logan Gulch and Clark Canyon, in the mountains on the east 
side of the Avon Valley. Contact metamorphosed Cambrian rocks crop out 
extensively around the south side of Greenhorn Mountain, and in secs. 
13 and 19, T.10 N., R. 7 W., on the east side of the Avon Valley, three 
miles north of Elliston. 
F.lathead Quartzite 
.The F.lathead Quartzite is a thin unit of relatively pure quartzites 
which occurs at the base of the Cambrian section in much of Montana and 
1 
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Wyoming. The f'orma tion was nmned by Peale ( l893) f'or exposures on 
Flathead Pass in the northeastern corner of' the Three Forks Quadrangle, 
southwestern Montana. 
The Flathead is one of the most resistant formations in the map 
area but due to its thinness and proximity to the resistant under-
lying Belt rocks it does not generally have a distinctive topographic 
expression in this area. A nearly complete exposure of the Flathead 
occurs on the divide between Gold Canyon Creek and Logan Creek in the 
NW l/4 of' sec. 13, ':C.lON., R.7W. Here the formation is 55 feet thick. 
The thickness does. not appear to greatly exceed this within the map 
area., but may be locally thinner. The lower contact of the Flathead 
is generally covered and in most areas could only be approximately lo-
cated. The upper contact with the Wolsey Shale was arbitrarily placed 
at a break in slope marking the dominance of shale, over quartzite -
this contact could usuaJ.ly be mapped without difficulty. 
In the Elliston area., the Flathead is comprised of thin- to 
medimn-bedded., light grey, medium- to coarse-grained, siliceous ortho-
quartzites, with interbedded darker grey or greenish-gray, siliceous, 
sandy siltstones and micaceous shales. The sand of the quartzites 
is medium to very coarse, is well rounded, well sorted, and consists 
aJ.most entirely of clear quartz. Cross stratification of the tabular 
type in units from 3" to 1511 thick is common in the orthoquartzites 
(Figs. 7.,8). The shales occur as very thin interbeds between medium-
bedded quartzites in the lower part of the formation, but become thicker 
and more numerous in the upper half; a corresponding thinning and de~ 
crease in the number of clean quartzites takes place upward in the 
section. The shales are typical of those of the overlying Wolsey Shale. 
1 
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The intimate interbedding of Flathead-type quartzites and Wolsey-type 
shales is interpreted as due to interfingering and is an illustration 
of the facies relationship between the two forma+.ions. 
The Flathead in this area, as in nearly every other described 
locality in Montana, is unfossiliferous. Middle Cambrian fossils 
have been identified in the overlying Wolsey Shale (Weed, 1900) and 
due to the interfingering of the two formations, the Flathead is also 
considered to be Middle Cambrian. 
In the southeast corner of sec. 3, T.llN., R.7W. on the north 
slope of Meyers Hill the :F1athead is absent with Wolsey shales in 
juxtaposition with Belt argillites; exposures are poor here but this 
relationship was interpreted as being a fault contact rather than due 
to non deposition because the Belt argillites strike directly into the 
Paleozoic rocks at this spot, which is suggestive of structural dis-
turbance. The contacts of the Belt formations as shown by Bierwagen 
(1963) roughly parallel those of the Paleozoic formations, so it seems 
unlikely that local pre-Paleozoic uplift would have caused the strike 
discordance. 
In sec. 9, T.llN., R.7W., some large float blocks of a coarse 
breccia of Belt quartzites in a quartzitic matrix of Flathead type sand 
were found. These blocks apparently have moved from a position in the 
Flathead higher on the slopes of' the Continental Divide. The size of 
the fragments in these breccias, up to ten inches in length, and their 
angularity suggest erosion of' an uplighted area of' well-consolidated 
Eelt sediments nearby. This could be used as evidence for a positive 
area in section 3, one mile away, where the Flathead is absent, but due 
to the factor stated above this absence ;!.;;; interpr·,:,,ted as an ommission 
; 
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Fig. 7. Cross-bedding in Flathead Quartzite. 
Fig. 8. Cross-bedding in Flathead Quartzite. 
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aue to faulting. A survey of Flathead cross-bedding might indicate the 
relative position of the source area of the breccias, but it would be 
difficult to find enough outcrops to make a comprehensive and stati-
stically significant study. 
!!_olsey Shale 
The Wolsey is a unit of micaceous shales, with some interbedded 
quartzite and limestone, which overlies the Flathead Quartzite. The 
formation was named by Weed (1899), apparently for exposures near 
Wolsey in the Little Belt Mountains. 
The formation, except where altered, is nonresistant and forms a 
distinct grassy or pine-covered swale between the more resistant Flat-
head and Meagher Fqrmations. The thickness was determined at two 
localities: In the NWl/4 of sec. 13, T.lON., R.7W. it is 372 feet thick, 
and seven miles to the northwest in the SW1/4of sec. 18, T,llN., R.7W. 
it is 172 feet thick. Contacts with both the underlying Flathead 
Quartzite and overlying Meagher Limestone are gradationaJ., with inter-
tonguing occurring in the transitional intervals. Definite slope changes 
provided the main criteria for mapping the contacts. 
The principal lithology of the Wolsey is grey-green to olive, 
micaceous, non-caJ.careous shaJ.e. Near the base of the formation area 
few interbedded, light-grey, finely cross-laminated quartzites with wavy 
green shale laminae, and near the top some grey calcareous shaJ.es and 
black, thin-bedded, very fine-grained limestones occur. In Ck>ld Canyon 
(sec. 13, T.lON., R.7W.) a 29 foot unit of resistant, irregularly inter-
laminated, light-grey, very fine-grained limestone and siliceous black 
mudstone occurs 87 feet below the base of the Meagher Limestone. At 
this locality the rock has been thermally altered and is quite resistant; 
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the unit may be present elsewhere but not exposed. This is thought to 
be a tongue of the middle laminated limestone member of the Silver Hill 
Formation to the west in the Phillipsburg area. 
In the 131.ack Mountain and Meyer's Hill area several limestone 
units up to 30 feet thick of definite Meagher aspect occur interbedded 
with the Wolsey shaJ.es and form a major part of the formation in this 
area. These limestones are thin-bedded, very fine-grained, dark grey, 
and characterized by buff or brick-colored mottling and oolitic and 
pisoli tic (algal?) textures. Some beds with fine trilobite hash were 
noted. On the ridge west of Cave Gulch one of these limestones appears 
to di~ectly overly Flathead quartzites with no intervening shale. No 
sign of structural disturbance was noted. There may be a local change 
involved here to a dominantly carbonate facies northward, although this 
is impossible to prove as in this direction there is no Cambrian for 
another 30 miles. 
At the Gold Canyon section a 120 foot sequence of shales above the 
Flathead has been metamorphosed just to the extent that the shales are 
resistant and exposed. Sedimentary features are observable here which 
usually would have been destroyed in the process of mechanical disinte-
gration of the weak, fissile shale. Most notable of these are wavy 
bedding surfaces, abundant worm burrows, and features of soft sediment 
deformation. The latter are irregular smal.l folds, o~en overturned, 
and, other contortions of bedding suggestive of gravity slumping and 
possibly deformation by weight o~ overlying sediment. The writer has 
not seen descriptions of structures such as these before from the Wol-
sey, although the Wolsey in this area seems to be typically represented 
in other respects. 
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No fossils we;re found in t:.; Wolsey aJ_ though a Jfrlddle Cambrian f'auna 
of trD.obites, hyolithid molluscs~ and linguloid brachiopods has been 
described from the formation in other localities. (Weed, 1900). 
The Wolsey shaJ.es are susceptible to contact metamorphism ar.d 
in the outcrop areas around the south side of Greenhorn Mountain and 
on the east side of the Avon :Basin the shales have been converted to 
dense, dark grey or black, aphanitic to finely granuJ.ose hornfelses. 
These are commonly spotted, the "spots" being black ovoid knots of cordi-
erite(?) from 1 to 5 mm. in long diameter. The impure quartzites and 
sD.tstones in the Flathead-Wolsey transitional zone aiter to fine- to 
medium-granulose rusty aggregates of quartz, potassic feldspar, musco-
vite, and biotite, which may superficially resemble fine-grained igneous 
rocks. Faint gneiss-like banding was observed in some of the specimens. 
Just northeast of Blackfoot City, on Ophir Creek, a very dense, dark 
green, finely granuJ.ose hornfels with interlaminated zones of· coarser 
garnet and calcite occurs near the top of the Wolsey. This is apparently 
the metamorphic equivalent of the interlaminated limestone and mudstone 
of the Silver Hill tongue previously described. 
Meagher Lime.stone 
The Meagher is a relatively thick Cambrian unit of dark, thin-
bedded, fine-grained limestones, which was named by Weed (1899) for its 
development in Meagher County, in the Little Belt Mountains. 
The best exposures of the Meagher in an unaltered state are found 
aJ.ong the south side of the Continental Divide in the northwestern and 
north central parts of the map area. A good section of the upper 2/3 
of the Meagher is exposed on the ridge overlooking Spring Gulch in the 
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NW 1/4 sec. 18, TllN, R6W and the lower part of the formation is fairly 
well exposed on the ridge crest west of Cave Gulch in secs. 8 and 9, 
TllN, R7W. Late summer snows at the close of the field season prevented 
the writer from detailed stud;'{ of these sections farther from good roads; 
the faulted section on Meyers Hill, wnere the upp@r and low@r thirds 
of the formation are well exposed, was substituted. The Meagher is 
resistant and a ridge former; good exposures are conunon, but are gener-
aJ.ly neither stratigraphicaJ.J.y nor areally extensive. The approximate 
thickness of the Meagher was determined to be about 800 feet from the 
topographic map in the NE 1/4 of sec. '18, T.llN., R.6W. The formation 
thins to the east and south of this point - in the adjacent Helena 
Quadrangle to the east it is bqO feet thick (Knopf, 1963) and about 5 
miles to the south in the area between the canyons of North Trout Creek 
and Gold Creek it is about 500 feet thick. The contacts of the Meagher 
with the underlying Wolsey and overlying Park shales are gradational 
over a few tens of feet - for mapping purposes the contacts were placed 
at weJJ. defined breaks in slope. 
Common lithologies of the Meagher are: l) thin to very-thin 
bedded, dark grey to black limestone with crenulated bedding surfaces 
and often containing branching twig-like structures of white calcite; 
2) thin-bedded, dark grey to black limestone conspicuously mottled on 
the bedding surfaces with slightly coarser buff, gold, or brownish-grey 
dolomitic limestone, which appears in cross section as crinkly, coales-
cing, lenticular laminae; and 3) thin-bedded, dark grey to black, fine 
to medium-grained oolitic or pisolitic limestone.1 The pisolitic beds 
l 
Several investigators have recognized the pisolites in the Meagher 
0(~ southwestern Montana to be stromatolites of the genus Girvanella 
Obinson, 1963). 
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are especially conspicuous close to the Wolsey and Park contacts. The 
rocks of the Meagher weather a striking blue-grey, which is probably 
the most distinctive feature of this formation, often identifying it 
even where highly recrystallized in contact zones. 
The onJ.y fossils observed in the Meagher limestones were the 
pisolites of possible algal origin and carapace fragments of trilo-
bites, the latter of which are observable onJ.y in thin section. Meagher 
fossils listed by Deiss (1936) and Hanson (1952) from central and south-
western Montana include neotremate brachiopods, hyolithid molluscs, and 
a number of trilobites. Several of these are forms restricted to the 
Middle Cambrian, including the Middle Cambrian index ~ossil Bathyuriscus. 
The limestones of the Meagher are very susceptible to brecci-
ation and in fault zones prominent masses of resistant, unstratified, 
limestone breccias crop out. In contact metamorphic zones the Meagher 
limestones close to the intrusives alter to coarse-grained, white to 
grey and white banded marble or to calc-silicate hornfelses, characterized 
by the minerals diopside, epidote, garnet (grossularite?) and calcite. 
More distant from the intrusives the limestone is simply recrystallized, 
although in one locality, on the ridge top in the NE 1/4 of sec. 35, 
T,llN., R.6w., chJ.orite flakes up to 2 mm. diameter, with a preferred 
orientation have been developed in the rock, giving the limestone a 
crude foliation. 11Schistose" limestone such as this was not observed 
elsewhere in the map area. 
Park Shale 
Conform.ably overlying the Meagher Limestone is a unit of grey-green 
shale, the Park Shale, named by Weed (1899) in the Little Belt Mountains, 
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although Weed 1 s derivation of the name is uncertain. 
The Park is normally nonresistent and forms a topographic low be-
tween the Meagher and Hasmark ridges. One of the few good exposures 
of the formation occurs near the summit of Meyers Hill, in sec. 10,. 
T.llN., R.7W. Here, a thickness of 163 feet was measured - this seems 
to be consistent throughout the area. The contact of the Park with 
the Meagher is gradational, with an interbedding of Meagher-Park 
lithologies over a 30 foot interval. The contact with the Hasmark 
Dolomite appeared to be more abrupt, although Hasmark talus generally 
conceals the contact. Definite breaks in slope established both upper 
and lower contacts for mapping. 
The main lithology of the Park is grey.-green, non-calcareous, 
fissile shale. Interbedded with the shale in the lower 30 feet of 
the formation are a few very thin-bedded, calcarenitic, flat-pebble 
conglomerates and thin beds of very thinly interlaminated (cross strati-
fication noted) fine-grained limestone and somewhat coarser silty dolo-
mite. The uppermost 50 feet of the Park contains interbedded shaly, 
buff, fine-grained dolomites or dolomitic mudstones, which become in-
creasingly abundant upward in the section until at about 20 feet from 
the top the shale disappears entirely. 
A few small linguloid brachiopods, probably of the genus Lingu-
~, were found in the shales in the upper part of the formation. In 
other Montana localities, species of Lingulella as well as a number of 
t:riboli tes, have dated the Park as Middle Cambrian (Knopf, 1963 and 
Hanson, 1952). 
In most oi' the south-central B.11d ea:.it-ccntr!.il pa.rte of' the mu.p 
area the Park shales have been converted to hard, dark grey or black, 
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fine-grained hornfelses. Where metamorphism is not severe, the rocks 
retain the laminated appearance of the original shale, although fissility 
is completely lost; these rocks weather to a blocky, angular rubble. 
Where more strongly altered, the Park is represented by a massive, 
black, cordierite (Knopf, 1963) hornfels, which weathers to rounded 
boulders. The cordierite occurs as small fusiform porphyroblasts which 
weather light grey, giving the rock a superficial resemblance to an 
a.mygdaloidal basalt. In some contact metamorphic areas a resistant calc-
silicate hornfels, characterized by coalescing, wavy, siliceous laminae 
which weather into conspicuous relief, appears at the top of the Park. 
This rock is very similar to lithologies near the top of the Wolsey 
and within the Red Lion Formation (see section on Red Lion Fo'rmation). 
Hasmark Dolomite 
The Hasmark is a rather monotonous sequence of' light-grey dolomite 
which overlies the Park shale in the map area, thus assuming the strati-
graphic position of the Pilgrim Limestone of central and southwestern 
Montana. The formation was named by Calkins and Emmons (1913) for the 
abandoned settlement of Has:ma.rk southeast of Phillipsburg in western 
Montana. In that area and other areas west of the map area, the Hasmark 
is a dolomitic equivalent of the Meagher, Park, and Pilgrim Formations 
farther east. The Has:ma.rk in the Elliston area apparently is an 
easterly extending tongue of the much thicker western dolomite section 
and may represent dolomitization of normal Pilgrim carbonates, which are 
generally characterized by mottled, oolitic, thin-be.dded limestones and 
flat-pebble conglomerates (Hanson, 1952). 
The Hasmark is resistant and generally forms a comparatively 
~·· 
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. 10w ridge between the more prominent ridges of the much thicker Meagher 
and Jefferson Formations. The formation is 490 feet thick, where 
measured in the NE 1/4 of sec. 13, T.llN., R.7W., near the confluence of 
Spring Gulch and Hope Creek. Although no good exposures of the contac~s 
were observed) the change from light grey dolomites of the Hasmark to 
thin-bedded buff dolomites of the Park below and to brick-red siltstones 
of the Red Lion above, seemed to be abrupt. 
Lithologically, the Hasmark is comprised mainly of medium-to thick-
bedded, light-grey weathering, medium-grey, fetid, saccharoidal dolomite) 
1 
o~en faintly mottled with darker grey. In the dolomites in the upper 
part of the formation some relict conglomeratic(?) and pisolitic(?) 
te.xtures appear although the nature of the 11 pebbles 11 and 11 pisolites 11 can 
not be determined because of loss of internal structure during dolomi-
tization. These may represent former flat-pebble conglomerates and 
aJ.galiferous limestones, common in some of the other Cambrian formations, 
in particular the Pilgrim Limestone, a central Montana equivalent of tr.e 
Hasmark. Characteristic of the Has:mark Dolomite in the Elliston area is 
the "fuzzy" appearance of the weathered surface of outcrops, probably 
due to leaching of calcite :from between dolomite grains. 
In areas where other stratigraphic control is unavailable there is 
a problem in distinguishing between the Hasmark dolomites and nearly 
identical dolomites in the uppermost member of the overlying Red Lion 
Formation (see section on Red Lion Formation) and in areas of strong contact 
1 
This mottling is entirely different in appearance from that observed 
in the Meagher Limestone, being much less conspicuous because of lower 
color contrast, and the two formations need not be confused when mottled 
rock is observed in the field. 
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metamorphism blenched and recrystallized Jefferson dolomite::; are difn.cult 
to distinguish from those of the Hasmark. The Hasmark dolomites seem to 
bleach out a little whiter than those of the Jefferson; they may be 
quite friable when recrystallized and are commonly highly fractured 
and cut by a boxwork of calcite veins. At the Victory Mine on Ophir Creek, 
adjacent to a grandiorite intrusive the Hasmark has been converted to a 
coarse diopside marble, of which half is euhedral crystals of dark green 
diopside up to 7 mm diameter. 
Red Lion Formation 
--
The Red Lion Formation conformably overlies the dolomites of the 
Hasmark and forms the top of the Cambrian sequence in this area, as it 
does in much of western Montana. The formation was named by Calkins 
and Emmons, (1913) for exposures near the Red Lion mine at the head of 
the North Fork of Flint Creek in the Philipsburg area in western Montana. 
The Red Lion Formation is divisable into three members: a lower 
nonresistant shale, a middle moderately resistant thinly-bedded lime-
stone, and an upper resistant massive dolomite. Only the first of these 
is a formal member - the Dry Creek Shale (Lochman, 1950). A section of 
the Red Lion was measured on the south side of Meyer's Hill, in the NW 
1/4 of sec. 15, T.llN., R.7W. Here the Dry Creek Shale is 64 feet thick, 
the middle limestone 70 feet, and the upper dolomite 102 feet, for an 
aggregate thickness of 236 feet. Measurements were not made in other 
localities, but the upper dolomite seems to vary considerably in thick-
ness from place to place, probably the effects of pre-Upper Devonian 
erosion .. The lower contact of the Red Lion is marked by the abrupt change 
from the massive dolomites of the Hasmark to thin-bedded mudstones of the 
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Dry Creek Shale - the upper contact, the Cambrian-Devonian unccnforrnity, 
was established either by the appearance of massive sandstones in the 
base of the May-wood Formation, or in the absence of these, by a break 
in slope marking a change from massive carbonates in the Red Lion to 
thin-bedded carbonates and shales in the May-wood. 
The Dry Creek Shale consists of purple, red, and buff, very thin-
bedded silty dolomites and dolomitic'siltstones, of'ten worm-burrowed, 
and variegated to black shales. The dolomites and siltstones occur in 
the lower half of the member and grade upward into variegated shales, 
which then pass into black shales forming the top of the sequence. The 
middle limestone unit of the Red Lion is made up of thin-bedded cal-
carenites, intraformational limestone conglomerates, and silty laminated 
limestones; five feet of silty red calcarenitic intraformational conglo-
merate at the base of the middle member very abruptly overlies the black 
shales of the Dry Creek member in the Meyers Hill section, suggesting 
the possibility of a diastem between these two members. A minor uncon-
formity was observed at the top of this red conglomerate where a thin 
light-grey very fine-grained pure limestone disconformably overlies 
the conglomerate. Truncated pebbles were observed at the contact. The 
uppermost dolomite unit of the Red Lion is a sequence of more massive 
light grey faintly mottled saccharoidal dolomites, which gradationally 
overlie the middle member. 
The silty laminated limestones of the middle unit are highly 
distinctive and a good marker unit in mapping. The laminae are irregular, 
coalescing, very thinly-laminated layers of dolomitic siltstone, which 
weather into prominent relief. A concentration of hematite dust in 
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these layers gives them a pinkish, red, or purple color. The rock between 
these laminae is a very fine-grained light grey dolomitic limestone. 
As previously mentioned, very similar laminated limestones occur in 
the upper parts of both the Wolsey and Park formations and where meta-
morphosed, identification becomes difficult, especially since all three 
units are underlain by dark shales and overlain by carbonates. The 
writer found the following criteria useful in field recognition: 1) 
if present, the overlying thin-bedded, blue-grey limestones of the 
Meagher serve to identify the Wolsey; 2) the lower shales of the Wolsey, 
by way of contrast to those of the other two formations, have wavey, 
worm-burrowed, micaceous bedding surfaces; 3) the laminated limestones 
of the Wolsey and Park are less than one-half the thickness of those of 
the Red Lion, which are about 70 feet thick; 4) overlying the upper 
dolomite member of the Red Lion is a. massive.quartzitic sandstone, very 
prominent when metamorphosed, which makes a good stratigraphic marker. 
The calcarenites at the base of the laminated limestone member 
comprise the most fossiliferous strata observed in the Cambrian section. 
Thin section examination of some of these rocks showed the particles to 
be mainly comminuted trilobite carapaces, brachiopod or pelecypod shell 
fragments, and porous ovoid and rod-shaped algal(?) structures. Only 
a few megascopic fossils were observed, these being some trilobite frag-
ments and linguloid brachiopods. In other Montana. areas a good fauna 
Of trilobites and neotremate and paleotremate brachiopods has been 
found and because of the presence of fossils of Franconian age near the 
base of the formation, the Red Lion is generally referred to the middle 
Upper Cambrian (Hanson, 1952). 
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Devonian System 
The Devonian system in the Elliston area is comprised of a thin 
lower dolomitic shale unit, the Maywood formation, a thick middle car-
bonate unit, the Jefferson Formation, and a thin upper unit of shale 
and limestone, the Three Forks Formation, aggrega~ing in all about l500 
feet in thickness. These are all generally considered to be Upper 
Devonian formations, although the Maywood may be Middle Devonian and 
may also include in its lower part strata equivalent to the Lower 
Devonian Beartooth Butte Formation of southwestern Montana. 
The disconformity between Devonian and Cambria~ strata was nowhere 
exposed in the area and the only physical evidences for it are variations 
in the thicknesses of the stratigraphic units above and below the uncon-
formity and the presence of sporadic basal quartzitic sandstones above 
it. 
Maywood Formation 
The Maywood is a unit of nonresistant shales, thin-bedded carbon-
ates, and sandstones which underlies the Jefferson Formation in much of 
western Montana. The Formation was named by Emmons and Calkins (l9l3) 
for exposures on M3..ywood Ridge in the Phillipsburg area. 
The Maywood is probably the.most poorly exposed formation in the 
map area, its outcrop generally being wooded and covered with hillwash 
from the overlying resistant Jefferson carbonates. A measurable section 
of the Maywood was found just south of Meyers Hill, in the NW 1/4 of sec. 
15, T,llN., R,7W•, where the upper half of the formation is fairly well 
exposed. The thickness here is 200 feet. Due to its poor exposure 
JO 
the May-wood was not mapped separately but included within the Jefferson. 
The contact with the underlying Cambrian was placed at the ba..se of' a 
massive quartzite, marking the base of the Maywood, or in the absence 
of this, at the top of the upper massive dolomite of the Red Lion 
Formation. 
Lithologically the Maywood can be subdivided into three slightly 
different units, roughly equal in thickness. The lowest third of the 
formation, as observed in float, consists mainly of very thin-bedded, 
buff weathering, grey-green or grey-green and violet mottled, very fine-
grained, silty dolomite, more massive, light grey, medium-grained dolomite, 
and shaley, purple, very fine-grained dolomite. At the top of this in-
terval a two foot unit of light-grey dolomite conglomerate crops out. 
Quartzitic sandstones were observed at the base of this interval. These 
crop out principally in areas of contact metamorphism, where they have 
been converted to resistant, massive, white quartzites. Where only 
slightly altered the rock is a thin-bedded to massive, rust-stained, 
slightly calcareous, fine-grained quartz sandstone. The absence of 
this unit in unrn.eta.morphosed areas is probably explainable by the fact 
that the sandstone is friable and nonresistant where unaltered, although 
it may also be lenticular in nature and have only sporadic development. 
This sandstone is apparently equivalent to cross-bedded calcareous 
sandstones described from the base of the Maywood in the Philipsburg 
and Beannouth areas to the west (Emmons and Calkins, 1913; Kauf:f.man, 
1963). It has been suggested by Sandberg (1961) that the lower part 
of the Maywood in the Philipsburg area, on the basis of lithology and 
the presence of fish plates, may be equivalent to the Lower Devonian 
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Beartooth Butte Formation; if so) at least the lower third of the fonna-
tion in this area is probably Beartooth Butte equivalent. The dolomite 
conglomerate at the top of the unit is a lithology o~en described 
from the Beartooth Butte Formation (Sandberg, 196l). 
The middle third of the Maywood consists of black non-calcareous 
shales and mudstones, very thin-bedded, brick-red, non-calcareous 
mudstone, and buff weathering, light grey, calcareous mudstone or fine-
grained limestone. The uppermost third of the formation consists of 
light green, grey, and buff shaley, fine-grained limestones and dolomites 
or calcareous and dolomitic mudstones. 
The M:t.ywood in this area, as in most other Montana localities, 
is unfossiliferous; its age is given as Late Devonian mainly because 
of its gradational contact with the overlying Upper Devonian Jefferson 
Formation. 
Jefferson Formation 
T'ne Jefferson Formation is a thick sequence of resistant carbonates 
which forms the major part of the Devonian sequence in western Montana. 
The formation was named by Peale (1893), apparently for the Jefferson 
River, with a type area in the vicinity of Three Forks. Sloss and Laird 
(1946) proposed that the type section be located at Logan, three miles 
east of Three Forks. 
Good exposures of the Jefferson in an unaltered state are limited 
to two rather restricted areas, one along the ridge extending east from 
Rope Creek through the centers of sec. 13, 14, and 15, T.llN., R.7W., 
and the other in the faulted nose of the anticline in sec. 25, T .lON. , 
R.7W.) on the east side of the Avon Valley. On the east side of the map 
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area, in sec~ion 1, T.lON., R.6W., magnificent exposures of the Jefferson 
occur, but here the rocks have been considerably recrystallized, due to 
metamorphism in proximity to the Boulder J3atholith. 'J:he thickness of 
the Jefferson was determined to be 1200 feet in the west half of sec. 
15 T.llN., R.7W., where a good section of the formation is exposed. 
' 
The contacts of the Jefferson with the Ms.ywood and Three Forks Forma-
tions appear to be conformable. The contact with the Three Forks was 
p1aced at the rather abrupt appearance of shaJ.e, which overlies the 
massive Jefferson dolomite. 
In the map area, the Jefferson is divisable into three units: 
a lower unit of resistant, thin-bedded, dark-grey to blue-grey weather-
ing, dark grey to black, fossiliferous, fine-grained limestones, 277 
feet thick; a middle unit of resistant, more massive dark grey to black, 
fetid, saccharoidal fossiliferous dolomites, with minor interbedded 
lighter grey dolomites and limestones, 233 feet thick; and an upper 
unit of similar, but largelY unfossiliferous and poorly exposed, 
dolomite and limestone, with some intraformational breccias, 684 feet 
thick. '.l:his subdivision is similar to that obtained by Poulter (1958) 
and Kauffman (1963) in the Georgetown and Bearmouth areas to the west 
and by Sloss & Laird (1947) directly to the north in northern Lewis 
and Clark County. In central and southwestern Montana a twofold sub-
division of the Jefferson into a lower·limestone and an upper dolomite 
is generaJ.lY made; the dolomite member contains breccia in its upper 
pa~t and probably contains equivaJ.ents of both the middle and upper 
Units of this area. 
The Jefferson thickens both to the north and west of the Elliston 
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ar~a, with most of the thickness being gained in the lower limestone 
member. The amount of the intraformational breccia in the upper unit 
could not be determined because of the limited exposures, but it appeared 
to be considerably less than that observed by the writer in the Bearmouth 
area to the west and also less than that described by Sloss and Laird 
to the north in northern Lewis and Clark county. Sloss and Laird sug-
gested that these breccias were formed by collapse of carbonate beds 
upon solution removal of interbedded evaporites, which are still present 
in nearby deeply buried subsurface sections in north central .Mon;tana. 
Sloss (1950), in a lithofacies map of the Devonian in Montana, shows 
a westward withdrawal of the eastern margin of the eva.porite facies 
along a central Montana positive axis; a paucity of evaporite solution 
breccias in this area would be consistent with this interpretation. 
The Jefferson Formation in the Elliston area is thought to be 
equivalent to the Duperow and Birdbear formations of the north central 
Montana subsurface. The Birdbear, a thin unit of massive, light-
colored dolomite, is recognizable at the top of the Jefferson sequence 
in much of central and southwestern Montana (Mc.Mannis, 1962); it or 
its equivalent is probably present somewhere in the poorly exposed upper 
Jefferson member in the Elliston area. There may be Three Forks 
equivalents in the upper member of the Jefferson in this area also 
(part of Sloss & Laird 1 s upper Jefferson member is now included in 
the Potlatch ( North central Montana) or Logan Gulch ( Southwestern 
Montana) members of the Three Forks ]):n), but because of the presence 
or tYJ?ical Jefferson black, saccharoidal dolomites right to the top 
or the interval, the entire sequence is here referred to the Jefferson. 
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The Logan Gulch, an evaporite solution breccia. sequence in the lower 
part of the Three Forks, apparently thins and disappears just west 
of Helena (Rau, 1962) and should be absent in the map area (see next 
1 
section).~ 
The lower limestone member of the Jefferson carries an abundant, 
although somewhat poorly preserved, fauna of rugose and tabulate corals, 
stromatoporoids, spiriferoid and atrypoid Brachiopods, gastropods, 
and crinoids (columnal.s only); some flaggy beds in the lower part of 
the member are comprised mainly of a coarse fossil hash; the brachio-
pods are present mainly in the lower half of the member with stroma-
toporoids and corals becoming more abundant in the upper half. The 
middle black dolomite member is typified by its abundant stroma-
toporoids, with the only other fossils noted being .Amphipora? (coelen-
terate of un~ertain affinity), a few poorly preserved solitary rugose 
corals, and some possible worm burrows - these last three types were 
found in a 30 foot dark grey limestone 77 feet above the base of the 
member. The upper dolomite and limestone member of the Jefferson 
appears to be unfossiliferous, except for .Amphipora? observed in 
black dolomite about 100 feet above the base. 
On the basis of its fauna, the Jefferson Formation in Montana 
has been assigned to the Late Devonian (Sloss & Laird, 1947). 
Three Forks Formation 
----------
The Three Forks Formation, a nonresistant sequence of shales 
and limestones overlying the Jefferson, was named by Peale (1893) 
for exposures in the Three Forks area. A type section was designated 
by Sloss and Laird (1947) at Logan, about three miles east of 
1 
Rau calls this the London Hills Member. 
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Three Forks. In the type area of the Three Forks there is a three-
fold subdivision of the formation: a lower unit of limestone and 
shale evaporite solution breccias, a middle unit of highly fossil-
iferous green shales, and an upper unit of calcareous siltstones and 
fine sandstones, with a basal black shale. These three members have 
been designated the Logan Gulch, Trident, and S~ppington, res-
pectively ( Sandberg, 1965). 
In the Elliston area the only unmeta.morphosed occurrence of 
the Three Forks is in the north parts of sec. 25, T. lON., R.7W •. and 
sec. 30, T.lON., R,6W. A section measured near the center of sec. 
25 was 415 feet thick, although several large faults occur in the 
immediate vicinity, and unsuspected smaller faults or changes in 
attitude of the beds make this figure questionable. A quarter mile 
to the east a thickness of 350 feet was calculated from the aerial 
photos, although again good control of dip was not available. It 
does seem likely, however, that there are 300 or 400 feet of Three 
Forks in this area. Farther north, in T. llN., R.7W. where a number 
of exposures of metamorphosed Three Forks rocks occur the formation 
is probably about half this thickness. The contacts of the Three Forks 
are.generally covered, but the basal contact seemed sharp, with shales 
abruptly overlying massive carbonates of the Jefferson, while the 
Upper contact with the Lodgepole limestones appeared to be gradational. 
In the Elliston area a threefold subdivision of the formation 
occurs, with an upper and lower shale and a middle limestone. The 
sha.J.es are similar in aspect to the Trident shales of the Three Forks 
type area, and it is possible that these rocks represent a western 
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extension of that facies. At the measured section in sec. 25, T.lON., 
R·'TW· the lithologies of the Three Forks are, in ascending order: 
unresistant yellowish-brown, brownish-green, grey-green, grey, and 
purple, non-calcareous, fissiJ.e shales, 200 feet thick, which grade 
upward into very-thin bedded, dark-brown, fine-grained dolomites; 
massive, light blue-grey weathering, resistant, dark grey, very 
fine-grained limestone, 150 feet thick, with abundant brachiopods, 
gastropods, and crinoid columnals in the upper part, and with 
occasional small irregular nodules of black chert; and unresistant, 
brownish-breen to grey-green, fissile shale, 65 feet thick, with 
interbedded fossiliferous, very thin-bedded, yellow-brown, fine-
grained dolomites in the upper part. overlying the upper shale 
member of the Three Forks with gradational contact are light-grey, 
calcareous shales and very thin-bedded, light blue-grey weathering, 
dark grey, very fine-grained limestones with small ovoid nodules of 
black chert.. These beds are included in the overlying Lodgepole 
Limestone. 
In most of the Elliston area, the shaley calcareous transi-
tional beds between the Three Forks and the Lodgepole have been 
altered to a massive, resistant, very hard, light grey, aphanitic 
calc-hornfels. Knopf (1963), who observed this unit only in its 
a.ltered form in the Helena area to the east, suggests that it is 
the metamorphic equivalent of the Sappington Sandstone Member of the 
Three Forks Formation. If this is true, the siltstones and fine 
sandstones of the Sappington in the Three Forks area 70 mil.es to the 
southeast are here replaced by a facies which is dominantly carbonate. 
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At the locality where the Three Forks section was measured, 
underlying the lower shale is 10 or 20 feet of massive, light blue-
grey weathering, black, fetid, fine-grained limestone with a brec-
ciated appearing weathering surface, which is underlain by about 
50 feet of buff thin-bedded dolomites and breccias of shaley dolo-
mite or mudstone, with much pink and red staining. Below this are 
typical Jefferson black saccharoidal dolomites. This interval of 
dolomite breccia with the overlying limestone is lithologically very 
similar to a breccia-containing unit occupying the same stratigraphic 
position in southwestern Montana, called the London Hills Member 
(Rau, 1962) or Potlatch Member (McMa.nnis, 1962) of the Three Forks 
Formation. A similar unit was observed by the writer at the top of the 
Jefferson in the Eearmouth area, 80 miles to the west. These occuren-
ces of possible Three Forks equivalent evaporite solution breccias 
in the Elliston and Eearmouth areas may be evidence for a previously 
undescribed post Jefferson evaporite basin in western Montana. 
Bierwagen (1963) did not recognize the Three Forks Formation 
in the part of the Elliston area mapped by him. The middle carbonate 
and lower shale members, which are thin in his area, he included 
as lithologies of the Jefferson and an upper baked, blocky, coal 
black shale he placed in the Lodgepole Limestone. Because of the 
presence of pyrite cubes in this shale, he assumed that this must 
have originally been a black carbonaceous shale and equivalent to a 
black shale of Kinderhookian age recognized at the base of the Lodge-
pole in much of central and southwestern Montana (Cooper and Sloss, 
1943). After observing the Three Forks in an unaltered state in 
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the southern part of the Elliston area, the present writer feels that the 
aack shale of the northern part of the area is merely a metamorphosed 
equivalent of upper Three Forks shales. The writer has observed grey-
green shales of the Three Forks Formation near Whitehall, Montana, which 
were very pyritiferous, suggesting the original lithology in this area 
maY not necessarily have been a black shale. 
A collection of brachiopods was made from the upper shale of the 
Three Forks in the center of sec. 25, T.lON, R.7W. The following forms 
were identified: 
Form 
Cyrtospirifer whitneyi (Hall) 
Cyrtospirifer sp. 
Athyris sp. 
Camarotoechia contracta (Hall) 
Camarotoechia(?) sp. 
Schizophoria sp. 
Brachiopoda sp. (three forms) 
Time Range 
Upper Devonian 
Upper Devonian 
Middle Devonian - Mississippian 
Upper Devonian 
Silurian - Middle Mississippian 
Middle Silurian - Permian 
Mississippian System 
The Mississippian rocks in the map area consist of the Madison 
Group, which includes the Lodgepole and Mission Canyon Limestones, and 
possibly younger rocks. A possible quartzitic equivalent of the Amsden 
Formation, the lower part of which may be Mississippian in parts of 
Montana, occurs in the map area, but because of its quartzitic nature and 
the apparently transitional relationship with the overlying Quadrant 
Quartzite this unit is included along with the Quadrant in the Pennsylvan-
ian. The Mudi::;on, one of the most prominent cliff :formeri:; throni::,hout 
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its extensive Mor.~ana outcrop area, is typically developed lithologically 
and is a prominent ridge former, although it is nevertheless rather 
poorly exposed. 
Madison Group 
Peale (1893) named the thick limestone sequence overlying the Three 
Forks shales in the Three Forks area the Ms.dison Limestone, apparently 
after the Ms.dison River. Collier and Cathcart (1922) elevated the Madison 
to group status and defined two formations within it, the lower Lodgepole 
Limestone and the upper Mission Canyon Limestone, both names for locali-
ties in the Little Rocky Mountains of northcentral Montana. Sloss (1950) 
included the Charles Formation of the Williston :Basin in the Madison; 
Mudge et al (1962) subdivided the Madison of the Sawtooth Range into the 
Allan Mountain Limestone and the overlying Castle Reef Dolomite, the 
latter formation containing Charles equivalents in its upper part. The 
Mission Canyon and Lodgepole Formations, which comprise the Madison over 
most of the Montana outcrop area, retain their identity throughout their 
extent, the Lodgepole consisting of thin-bedded, dark grey, fine-grained 
limestones, the Mission Canyon of more massive, light grey, coarser 
limestone. The Madison rocks of the Elliston area retain this general 
aspect. 
Good exposures of the Ms.dison are limited in the present map area; 
the best exposure of unaltered Ms.dison rocks occurs near the moQth of 
Snowshoe Creek canyon, where cliffs of steeply-dipping fossiliferous 
Lodgepole strata expose about a hundred feet of beds on both sides of 
the canyon. The best exposures of altered Madison rocks occur around 
the north and east margins of the Blackfoot City Stock and in the railroad 
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cut on the east side of Mullan Pass, near the tur.nel, where the rocks 
are adjacent to the Boulder Batholith. The thickness of the Madison, as 
estimated from the topographic m~p in the southcentral part of the area, 
in secs. 19 and 20, T.lON., R.6W., where the beds are vertical, is about 
2700 feet. This is abnormally thic~ for this part of Montana, where 2000 
feet would be a more reasonable figure (Sloss and Hamblin, 1942). A 
section of the Lodgepole measured in Snowshoe Gulch showed that unit to 
be about 620 feet thick. 'By subtraction from the total Ma.dison thickness, 
the overlying rocks would be over 2000 feet thick. Perhaps these rocks 
represent the same stratigraphic interval as the Sun River Dolomite, 
with both Mission Canyon and Charles equivalents present - detailed 
pa1.eontological work would be necessary to prove this. The Madison in 
the map area appears to conform.ably overly the Three Forks, with a 
gradational contact, and is unconformably overlain by the Amsden(?) 
Formation. 
The Lodgepole Formation, where examined on Snowshoe Creek, con-
sists of three units - a low'er unexposed unit, 130 feet thick, portions 
of which were observed i·n other parts of the map area, showing it to 
consist of very fine-grained dark grey limestone, shaley at the base, 
with common small, rounded, black chert nodules and with some beds con-
sisting almost entirely of crinoid columnals; a mid'dle cliff-forming 
unit, 117 feet thick, of thin to medium bedded, blue-grey weathering, 
very fine-grained, black limestone, with common thin layers of fine 
Crinoidal debris and characterized by large (up to four feet long in 
outcrop) nodules of black chert, which makes up from 10 to 15 per cent 
or the rock; and an upper, poorly-exposed unit of very similar, but 
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non-cherty limestone, 376 f'eet thick. Strata above the Lodgepole are 
distinctively thicker bedded and weather light grey to nearly white. 
outcrops are typically rounded, solution-channeled, and verJ massive, 
with bedding poorly defined or absent. 
Close to the granitic intrusives the limestones of the upper 
Madison rocks were commonly converted to a very coarse-grained white 
marble, with calcite grains up to ~hree-quarters of an inch in diameter. 
The Lodgepole in contact areas usually retains its dark grey color, is 
recrystallized to a sugarey texture, and contains abundant needles of 
tremolite. Locally the Lodgepole has been altered tc coarse-grained 
silicate rocks which may consist of garnet, ensta~ite, or diopside. 
Around the margins of the Blackfoot City stock, the Lodgepole has been 
host to copper mineralization in several places, as evidenced by the 
amount of malachite observed at the surface. 
Pennsylvanian System 
Tentatively included in the Pennsylvanian is a thin, pcorly exposed 
sequence of elastics questionably assigned to the Amsden Formation. 
This unit is more quartzitic and sandy than the Amsden in other Montana 
localities, generally assumed to be of Mississippian-Pennsylvanian age. 
It is suggested that the rocks of this area represent a Pennsylvanian 
near shore facies of the Amsden. 
Amsden(?) Formation 
The Amsden Formation was na.med 1::y Darton (1904) from exposures 
along Amsden Creek, a tributary of the Tongue River, in the Big-Horn 
Mountains of northern Wyoming. In that area the formation consists of 
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redbed sequence) probably of Mi?.sLssippian age, and an upper cF;.r-
bonate sequence of Pennsyl var.ian age. As th2se uni ts a.re t.r&.:::E:d r.r..1rth-
v1estward into westcentral Montar.a, tr..e cs.rbonB.tes appear to pass la.tera.12.y 
into a facies which is dominantly rE.:dteds. 'I'his facies is well-deve2.oped 
in the Drummond - Philipsburg area, where it. consists of several b.ur.dred 
feet of hemati tic red mudstones and quartz-dolomite si:. tstones which ur.-
conformably overlie the Madison Group and are conformably overlain by 
the Quadrant Quartzite. In the Elliston area, a nonresistant unit of 
unfossiliferous reddish mudstones and fine quartzites which forms a grassy 
swale between the more resistant Madison and Quadr&nt rocks is question-
ably referred to the Amsden, mainly on the basis of its similarity in 
stratigraphic position and topographic expression to the Amsden of the 
Drummond - Philipsburg area to the west. 
In the map area the Amsden(?) is nearly everywhere covered or 
masked by debris from the overlying Quadrant quartzi tes, al though a 
partially exposed section was located on the ridge top northeast of 
Elliston in the northwest corner of sec. 32, T.lON, R.6w. and Stone 
and Bonine (1913) found some poor exposures two milc:s to the nortt1 in 
the northwest corner of sec. 20. At the former locality the Amsden(?) 
is 160 f'eet thick; the thickness does not appear 'to vary considerably 
from this elsewhere in the area. The contact with the Madison is abrupt 
and seems to be undulatory and is certai:nly a.n m:;.conf'ormity. The con-
tact with the overl.ying Quadrant Quartzite is gradational, with quart-
zites of Quadrant aspect occurring within the Amsden(?). For conven-
ience of mapping the contact was placed at a bre":lk in siope marking the 
appearance of massive pure quartzites, although a transitional interval 
.... rly-exposed quartzi tes re:ferred to the Quadrant may o:ften occur on of ·pOO , 
of the mapped contact. 
A section of the Amsden(?) was measured and described in the north-
liest, corner of sec. 32, T.lON., R.6W. The lowest 50 feet is unexposed, 
but float fragments show it to be. very thin-bedded, buff non-calcareous, 
i:1monitic siltstone and very fine-grained quartzite. Overlying this is 
a sequence of more resistant, flaggy, buff to brick red, very slightly 
calcareous, quartzitic siltstone and very fine-grained limonitic quart-
zite, 90 feet thick. At the top of the Amsden(?) is a 20 feet thick 
grass-covered interval with dusky red soil and with some chips of dark 
red, non-calcareous mudstone and small purplish-grey weathering limestone. 
nodules in the soil. 
Because the Amsden is thin and so closely related to the Quadrant, 
considered to be of Desmoinsian age (Henbest, 1954), it is 
~ssible that it is here entirely of Pennsylvanian age. The quartzose nature 
of the lithologies suggest deposition in a relatively high energy environ-
ment, where Quadrant-like conditions prevailed, prior to the main influx 
of the actual Quadrant sands. The position of this area on the west 
fiank of the ancestral Sweetgrass Arch would favor such an environment; 
the Amsden sediments of areas farther east and west in .Montana owe their 
different nature to their position farther from the positive axis, in 
~eas over which the late Mississippian or early Pennsylvania sea rapidly 
transgressed, without much reworking of the lateritic :Madison soil.1 
1The popular explanation for the red color of sediments above the 
~!~-Madison unconformity is the presence of a lateritic soil on the 
''QUlson. The presence of many pre-Amsden sinkholes in the Madison sub-
!~~tia~es the theory by suggesting a period of weathering under warm, 
'"<lllld conditions . 
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Qtl,adrant Quartzite 
The Quadrant is a resistant quartzite unit conformably overlying the 
A.lllsden(?). The formation was named for exposures on Quadrant Mountain 
in the northwest corner of Yellowstone Park (Peale, 1893) and originally 
included the Amsden Fonnation as well as the present Quadrant (Scott, 
1935). The Quadrant is a western Montana equivalent of the Tensleep 
sandstone, the term Quadrant being employed where the sands are firmly 
cemented by quartz (SJ.ass & Morritz, 1951). The formation in this area 
appears to be typically represented, al.though interbedded limestones 
present in the southwestern MJntana areas are generally absent. 
The Quadrant is one of the most resistant formations in the map 
area and its large talus accumulaticns often make mapping of underlying 
formations difficult. A complete section of the Quadrant was not measur-
ed in the present study, although the upper and lower portions of the 
formation were measured and described. Stone and Bonine (1913) give a 
measured section of the Quadrant in the south-central part of the area 
which is 490 feet thick and Bierwagon (1964) gives a thickness of 170 
feet for the. formation four miles farther north, al.though in both cases 
a silty and calcareous interval at the base, the Amsden(?) of the present 
study,was included as part of the Quadrant. The rapid northward thin-
ning of both the Quadrant and Amsden(?) seen here is consistent with the 
well-established regional nor~hward erosional and depositional pinchout 
of post Madison-pre Ellis formations against the flank of the ancestral 
Sweetgrass Arch in northcentral Montana. 
The lowest part of the Quadrant, a somewhat less resistant unit 
overlying the Amsden, is a 108 foot interval consisting of light grey t.o 
asrk brown quartzites which are superficially very similar to the Amsden( 7) 
quartzites but which are more firmly cemented with silica and which are 
entirely non-calcareous. Dark brown Liesegang banding is characteristic. 
At the top of this unit is a 37 foot covered interval in which the float 
iS mainlY very thin-bedded, very fine-grained, buff dolomite with thin 
bands of intralayer grey chert. This lower quartzite-dolomite unit of 
the Quadrant is thought to represent a transitional zone between the 
.Alllsden(?) and more typical Quadrant quartzi tes. 
The middle and main part of the Quadrant is a unit of very resistant, 
~ssive, reddish-purple, grey, or yellowish-brown weathering, very fine-
grained, white to light grey quartzite. The prominent, bossy, smooth, 
glossy surfaced outcrops are characteristic. This unit probably ranges 
from about 100 feet thick in northernmost outcrops to 200 feet in the 
southern part of the area. 
The uppermost Quadrant is marked by less r·esistant, thin-to very 
thin-bedded, light grey, very fine-grained, calcareous quartzites with 
small rounded nodules of light grey chert; this interval is at least 13 
feet thick where examined in a trench in the SW corner of sec. 34, T.llN., 
R.7W. but the 37 feet below this, covered by the trench dump, may be 
the same lithology. A possibility of this upper Quadrant unit being part 
of the Phosphoria Formation is discussed in the next section. 
No observable fossils were found in the Quadrant. Elsewhere in 
Montana a Desmoinsian age has been established by means of fusul.inids. 
phosphoria Formation 
-
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Permian System 
The Phosphoria Formation was originally named by Richards and 
~nsfield (l9l2) for phosphatic shales and chert exposed in Phosphoria 
(JU]..ch, Bear Lake County, Idaho. Since that time the name Phosphoria has 
been used to include all the Permian rocks of western Montana,and fol-
lowing established usage the name is applied here to include the thin 
phosphate-rich unit overlying the Quadrant, even though this strati-
graphic interval may actually contain representatives of each of three 
mutually intertonguing formations, the Park City, the Phosphoria, and 
the Shedhorn (McKelvey et al, l959). 
The Phosphoria, though thin, persists above the Quadrant throughout 
the map area. The formation is poorly resistant to erosion, but ~n 
abundant rubble of chert, tan mudstone, and phosphorite in the soil makes 
the unit easy to trace in mapping. In the search for commercial phos-
phate rock the Phosphoria in the Elliston area has been systematically 
trenched all along its outcrop and thus a number of good exposures are 
l 
available. The best of these were found in the east half of sec. 34, 
T.llN., R.7W., where a road follows the formation around the nose of 
the syncline a mile east of the Blackfoot City stock. A composite 
section measured in two of these trenches showed the unit to be 32.5 feet 
thick. The Phosphoria disconformably overlies the Quadrant Quartzite and 
1 No commercial operations have been initiated in this area although 
Phosphate mines are currently being productively worked in the Avon and 
Garrison quadrangles to the west. 
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i.S disconformably overlain by the Sawtooth Formation. The contacts are 
generally covered, but where observed in a trench in the southeast corner 
of sec. 34, T.llN., R.7W. are marked by abrupt distinct changes in 
lithology. The upper few feet of the upper Permian sandstones are rust-
stained, calcareous, and somewhat friable, probably the effects of pre-
Middle Jurassic weathering. 
The section measured in the trenches in sec. 34 showed the forma-
tion to consist, in ascending order of seven feet of oolitic, black 
phosphorite and cherty mudstone, 19 feet of very thin-bedded, tan mud-
stone with intralayer grey chert and interbedded black chert, and 6.5 
feet of medium-grained, light brownish-grey, quartzitic subgreywacke, 
calcareous at the top, with nodular and interbedded grey and black chert. 
The lower phosphorite and middle cherty mudstones are thought 
to be tongues of the Retort Phosphorite and Tosi Chert Member.s res-
pectively of the Phosphoria Formation in Idaho, and the upper sand-
stone a tongue of the Shedhorn Sandstone of Wyoming. The possibility 
exists that the light grey calcareous beds. included in the upper part 
of the Quadrant are equivalents of the Park City carbonates of Utah 
and should be included in the Phosphoria of this area. McKelvey et al 
(1959) state that carbonates in the upper part of the Quadrant can be 
confused with those of the Park City. No attempt to resolve the pro-
blem can be made here and due to their superficial resemblance to Quad-
rant quartzites, these beds are tentatively included as part of that 
formation. 
The Phosphoria Formation in M::>ntana has been dated as of middle 
or late Wolfcampian or possibly early Leonardian age, on the basis of 
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_ ftJ.sulinids found in the Three Forks area (Williams, in McKelvey et al, 
1956). 
Jurassic System 
The Jurassic in the Elliston area is represented by the marine 
Ellis Group, including the Sawtooth and Swift Formations, and the con-
tinental Morrison Formation. These rocks have an aggregate thickness 
of about 340 feet. The term Ellis was originally applied by Peale (1893) 
as a formational name to Jurassic rocks exposed near old Fort Ellis, 50 
miles north of Yellowstone Park (Cobban, Imlay, and Reeside, 1945), but 
was raised to group status by Cobban (1945), who defined three forma-
tions within the Ellis, the Sawtooth, Rierdon, and Swift, with type 
sections a.long the Rocky Mountains front in north central Montana. No 
rocks fitting Cobban 1 s description of the Rierdon Formation were observed 
in the Elliston area. The explanation for this ommission can be seen in 
paleogeographic maps prepared by Peterson (1957) which show an extension 
of Belt Island into this pa:rt of Montana during the time of Rierdon 
deposition. 
The Morrison Formation is an Upper Jurassic unit of fluviatile and 
lacustrine sediments which is widespread at the top of the Jurassic sec-
tion in the western interior of the United States. In the Elliston area 
the name ¥~rrison is applied, main;ly on the basis of stratigraphic posi-
tion, to a relatively thin unit of unfossiliferous sandstones and mud-
stones occurring between the marine Ellis Group and the continental 
Kootenai Formation. 
Good Jurassic exposures occur in the hills along the north side of 
,~ the r,ittle Blackfoot River northeast of Elliston, on Esmeralda Hill and 
the adjacent ridge crest to the east, and in the west 1/2 of sec. 35, 
T,llN., R.7W. A Jurassic section was measured in the SE corner of sec. 34, 
T 11N., R.7W., where the contact with the Phosphoria is exposed in a trench. 
])Uring mapping the Jurassic was treated as a unit and the formations are 
undifferentiated on the map. 
Sawtooth Forrna tion 
The Sawtooth Formation is a unit of marine shales, limestones, and 
calcareous siltstones which was named by Cobban (1945) from exposures 
in Rierdon Gulch in the Sawtooth Range of northwestern Montana. 
In the Elliston area the Sawtooth is a nonresistant unit of fossili-
ferous, calcareous shales, siltstones, and limestones, with minor sand-
stone, 122 feet thick, disconformably overlying the Phosphoria Formation. 
In ascending order, the lithologies are: calcareous, dark grey shale, 
weathering rusty brown near the base to dark purplish grey at the top, 
11.5 feet thick; dense, very fine-grained, poorly bedded limestone, 
approximately 20 feet thick, which is brownish-grey and blocky at the base, 
becoming light olive-grey and shale'" near the top, and which may contain 
abundant cubes of pyrite; very fossiliferous, moderate yellowish-brown 
weathering, light olive-grey fine-grained limestone and calcareous silt-
stone, 60 feet thick, with some thin beds of very sandy (coarse, sub-
angular, black chert) limestone in the upper part, some of which contain 
a coarse hash of pelecypod fragments; very thin-bedded, light to dark 
brownish-grey, highly calcareous, silty, fine-grained subgreywacke and 
orthoquartzite with some thin beds of grey, calcareous, sandy (coarse 
subangular quartz and black chert) siltstone and coarse, slightly oolitic 
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l~nestone, 15 feet thick; and an upper covered interval (Swift?), 16 
feet thick. 
The third unit mentioned, the yellowish-brown weathering limestone 
and calcareous siltstone, contains abundant pelecypod shells, a high 
percentage of which are relativel! large broken fragments. Intact shells 
of the pectenate clam Pecten pertenuistriatus Hall and Whitfield are one 
of the most common and conspicuous elements in this fauna. The only 
other forms identifiable were a small clam, probably Pseudomonotis(?) 
curta (Hall) of _which a few specimens were seen, and a small oyster, 
possibly Ostrea strigilecula White, which is a characteristic member 
of the fauna. Other fossils observed were.mostly of doubt:ful taxa and 
include possible gastopods, calcareous worm tubes, and one columnal 
of the crinoid Fentacrinus. 
The Sawtooth, on the basis of ammonites, has been shown to "be 
of Middle and early Upper Jurassic age (Imlay, 1945 and Arkell, 1956) 
elsewhere in Montana. 
Swift Formation 
Overlying the Sawtooth Formation is a 100 f'oot seqllence of sand-
stones which has been assigned to the Swift Formation. The Swift was 
named by Cobban (1945) from exposures on the north shore of Swift Re-
servoir on Birch Creek in the Sa.w~ooth Range of northwestern Montana. 
In that area the Swift consists of a lower shale unit and ~n upper Band-
stone unit, both of which are marine. 
In the Elliston area the interval assigned to the Swift is nearly 
identical to Cobban's upper member in the type area; the lower shale 
member was not recognized, although it is possible that some lower 
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Swift shales may be present in the thin covered interval included in the 
top of the Sawtooth. The contact between the Swift and the Sawtooth was 
not obserred, but it is thought to be unconformable due to the absence 
of the Rierdon. Elsewhere in Montana the Swift has been observed to lie 
disconformab~y upon the Sawtooth or Rierdon (Cobban, 1945). The contact 
with the overlying Ivbrrison Formation appears to be conformable. 
The Swift in the map area is a rather uniform interval and was 
not subdivided. The principal lithology is thin-bedded, brown to grey, 
medium-grained, quartzitic subgreywacke, generally well indurated. Cal-
careous beds occur in the lower half of.the formation. Some of the sand-
stones are conspicuously banded, with cross stratification occurring in 
some. Interbeds of dark grey non-calcareous mudstone were observed, some 
of which had apparently been broken up and redeposited as intraformational 
conglomerates and breccias such as those observed in several places. Brown 
petrified wood fragments up to half a foot in length and a fair number 
of belemnoid fragments were observed in the lower half of the formation. 
In the lower third a few thin beds of very sandy, buff weathering, light 
grey, fossil-fragmental. limestones occur. 
On the basis of a.mmonite faunas the Swi~ Formation in other parts 
of Montana has been shown to be of early Upper Jurassic (Oxfordian) age 
(Kauff'man, 1963). 
Morrison Formation 
The Morrison Formation was named by Eldridge (1896) from exposures 
near Morrison, Colorado; the present type section was establish6d by 
WaJ.dschmidt and LeRoy (1944) two miles north of Morrison. In the type 
area the formation consists of 200 feet of fresh-water marls, sandstones, 
'and limestones. 
In The Elliston area the Morrison is an unfossiliferous unit of mud-
stone, sandstone, and subordinate limestone, 120 feet thick, which over-
lies the Swift Formation. The lower contact was placed at a break in 
slope marking an upward change from the sandstones of the Swift to a non-
resistant shaley mudstone. The formation is bounded at the top by a 
distinctive conglomeratic quartzite marking the base of the Cretaceous 
Kootenai Formation. 
The Morrison in this area is divisiable into two units. The lower 
of these, 75 feet thick, is nonresistant and forms a grassy slope between 
the more resistant Swift and upper Morrison unit. It consists mainly of 
shaley, olive-brown to greenish-grey mudstones with nodular, light- to 
blue-grey weathering, aphanitic black limestone and some thin beds of 
olive-grey to medium-grey, aphani tic limestone with a'bundant large, ir-
regular, chert sand grains. The uppermost 25 feet of this interval con-
tains considerable fine-grained, brown, calcareous and non-csJ.careous 
sandstone, interbedded with the mudstones. The uppermost part of the Mor-
rison, 45 feet thick, is a resistant unit of very thin-bedded, hard, 
grey-green, calcareous, aphanitic hornfels with some interbedded light 
olive-grey, very fine-grained calcareous quartzite. Even where the rest 
of the Jurassic is apparently unaltered, these beds, probably originally 
calcareous shales and sandstones, are metamorphosed. 
Cretaceous System 
The Cretaceous rocks occupy the center of the large sync.line in 
the t:c,rrtrti.J_ piu·-t ol' the, rtr<c:11. 11.nd have 1.1.11 n1c:erc;gntci Lhlc:ltt1<!::,: ,,r tili<,uL 
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3000 feet, roughly equally divided between two predominantly elastic units, 
the continental Kootenai Formation and the marine Blackleaf Formation, ~he 
latter being part of the Colorado Group. The Blackleaf has been nearly 
everywhere intensely hornfelsed, making recognition of its members dif-
ficult. Only the lowest, the Flood Member, is recognized with certainty 
and the nomenclature of strata higher in the se~tion is uncertain. 
Kootenai Formation 
The Kootenai is a sequence of fluviatile elastics with minor fresh-
water limestones which is widely recognized at the base of the Cretaceous 
in Montana. The name Kootenai Formation is now used to refer to rocks 
originally named in southwestern Alberta by Dawson (1885), who called 
them the Kootenie Series after a tribe of Indians who frequented ~he 
area. 
A section of the Kootenai was not measured in the present s~udy 
although from descriptions of a number of partial sections a generalized 
composite section can be derived. The thickness, taken from the topo-
graphic map in sec. 1, T. lON., R.7W., is 1400 feet. The formation is 
bounded at its top and bottom by two excellent markers, both of which 
are persistent through much of western Montana. The lower of these is 
a highly resistant, coarse, quartzitic 11 salt and pepper" sandstone (an 
impure quartzite in most areas), nearly everywhere conglomeratic, the 
~ell-rounded pebbles consisting mainly of black chert up to l" in diameter. 
The upper marker is the well known "gastropod limestone 21 , a thin; dark 
grey, finely crystalline fresh water limestone, commonly crowded with 
sma11 gastropods of the genus Reesidella (Klepper, Weeks, and Ruppel, 
1957). 
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Near the middle of the Kootenai is a unit of light-grey, calcareous 
mudstone with small nodules of blue-grey limestone. This unit ma;y be 
equivalent to a middle Kootenai limestone prominent in the Drummond area 
to the west. The section of the Kootenai between this middle calcareous 
unit and the basal sandstone consists in the upper pa.rt of greY-green 
or olive to dark purple shales and in the lower part of shaley, brick-
red mudstones and fine sandstones, with some purplish, red, or tan, 
fine to medium grained, quartzi tic sandstones. The upper half of the 
Kootenai, between the middle calcareous interval and the gastropod lime-
stone, is comprised principally of reddish to dark purple shales, with 
occasional interbedded, grey-green to red siltstones and brown, fine-
tomediurn-grained quartzitic sandstones. An unusual lithology observed 
in the Kootenai, found near the base of the formation at Elliston and 
,near the top of the forma.tionl on the ridge just· sbuth of the center of 
sec. 29 three miles to the northeast, is an intraformational conglom-
erate of small, very closely packed limestone pebbles. This may have 
resulted from the breaking up and redeposition of small local deposits 
of semiconsolidated fresh water limestone. 
Throughout its outcrop area in the ·southeastern township the 
Xootenai has been moderately to highly altered by thermal metamorphism. 
The shales of the upper one-half of the formation have been altered to a 
massive, dense, black hornfels, which is so hard that it rings when 
struck with a hammer and is broken only with great difficulty. Large 
l 
Barring unsuspected structural complications in this poorly 
exposed locality near the thrust fault. 
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quantities of this resistant rock cover the hillside in the northeast 1/4 
of sec. 14, T.lON., T.7W. and the northwest 1/4 of sec. 18, T.lON., R.6W., 
where it largely covers the Paleozoic rocks, which have been thrust up 
against the Kootenai at this point. The upper Kootenai hornfels is 
also well displayed on the southwest side of the hill north of the 
Blossberg road in the southwest 1/4 of sec. 15, T.lON., R.6W. At this 
same locality another interesting contact metamorphic phenomenon occurs, 
apparently due to alteration of the gastropod limestone during intrusion 
of a small mass of granodiorite, which is exposed on the north side of 
the hill. Here the limestone has been converted to a rock consisting 
almost entirely of coarsely crystalline brown garnet, which for:m.s a 
prominent ledge several hundred feet in length on the west side or the 
hill. 
The only fossils found in the Kootenai were the gastropods in 
the upper limestone. Elsewhere in Montana, other fresh water molluscs, 
leaves, and charophytes occur locally and have dated the formation as 
Early Cretaceous. 
Colorado Group - Blackleaf Formation 
The Blackleaf was origina.J..ly defined by Ste"binger (1918) as a 
lower sandy member of the Colorado Shale in north central Montana, but 
subsequent work showed that 1 t could be subdivided and eventually Cob ban 
(1959) proposed that the Colorado in this area be raised to group status, 
and that the Blackleaf be included as its lower formation. Cobban sub-
divided the Blackleaf into four members: the Flood, the Taft Hill, the 
Vaughn, and the Bootlegger . .All but the third are marine. Studies of 
the Colorado Group in western Montana, in the Dru.mm.and area, have shown 
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that the lower two members, the Flood and the Taft Hill, are identifiable 
in that area, but that strata above represent a distinct facies o~ the 
upper Blackleaf Formation and are given the name Dunkleberg Member. The 
rocks of the Colorado Group in the Drummond area are six to seven times 
as thick as those of the Sweetgrass Arch area in northcentral Montana 
and due to their position near the orogenically active west margin of 
the Colorado Geosyncline, contain much more coarse-grained detritus 
(Gwinn, 1960). 
The position of the Elliston area between the Sweetgrass Arch 
and the deeply subsiding western Montana trough should make it a poten-
tial area for study in interpretation of the facies changes between the 
two differing environments. A large percent of the outcropping Colorado 
rocks are badly thermally metamorphosed but northwest of Dog Creek, in 
sections 20, 21, and 28, there are some fair exposures of relatively 
little altered shales and sandstones, possibly in the Taft Hill or 
Dunkleberg members, which may yield some measurable sections. 
Flood Member 
Two subdivisions of the Flood Member were observed in this area, 
corresponding to those recognized by Gwinn (1960), in the Drummond area 
and to the lower two of the three subdivisions recognized by Cobban 
(1959) in the Sweetgrass Arch area. The lower is a unit of interbedded 
brown to black, fine-grained impure quartzites and hornfelsed, finely 
micaceous, black shales, about 100 feet thick. Many of the quartzites 
are conspicuously cross-bedded, ripple-marked, and worm-burrowed, A 
thin but persistent, ledge forming, light grey, cross-bedded quartzite 
occurs either directly overlying the Kootenai gastropod limestone or 
, separated from it by a thin interval of finely micaceous, olive-brown 
to black shale, which attains a thickness of about 40 feet. The quartzite 
is a good marker ,in the area. The contact of the shale with the gastro-
pod limestone is well exposed in the southwest corner of sec. 31, T.llN., 
R.6W. Here, a thin interbedding of limestone with ripple-marked horn-
fels and very fine quartzite of Flood aspect suggests that the contact 
is gradational. The basal quartzites of the F.Lood Member may represent 
the initial deposits of westward advancing sea. Ripples and cross 
strata indicating southwesterly and northwesterly trending currents 
respectively were noted, although the small number of samples examined 
could not be cited as positive proof of westward moving currents. 
The upper unit of the F.Lood Member consists mainly of dark grey 
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to black generally shaley hornfels and is about 400 feet thick. In 
the southeastern l/4 of sec. 7, T.lON, R.6W., this unit has been more 
highly altered. Here it is a black, finely crystalline, phyllitic horn-
fels with a coarse, crudely developed foliation, the splitting surfaces 
having a satiny luster. In this area, the sparsely grassed mountain-
side covered with a rubble of this unusual jet black rock presents 
a unique terrain. 
Colorado Group undifferentiated 
Overlying the black hornfelses of the Flood Member are about 200 
feet2 of very hard, resistant, massive, slightly- to non-calcareous, 
1Approximate figure - estimated from the topographic map. 
2 Approximate figure - estimated from the topographic map. 
.very finely crystalline, light and dark grey-laminated hornfelses, 
which weather to light grey with blue-grey, buff, or rusty-brown lami-
nae. Ripple marks were noted on some of the beds. Associated with 
these rocks are lesser amounts of grey-green weathering, dark purplish-
grey and black hornfelses. Fairly good exposures of these rocks occur 
along the crest of the high ridge in the south central part of the 
area, in sec. 17, T.lON., R.6w. A few good exposures also occur 
along the railroad track on the west side of Dog Creek in sec. 28, 
T,lON,, R,6W. Here, the poorly preserved mold of a large Inoceramus 
was found in the light grey hornfels. Nowhere was this unit of the 
Colorado Group found in its unaltered state - probably a calcareous 
mudstone. This hornfels is a good marker unit because of its resistance 
and because of the conspicuous color contrast between these light color-
ed rocks and the coal black hornfelses of the underlying F.lood Member. 
This unit of laminated hornfels is overlain by a more variable 
sequence of rocks, consisting of slightly metamorphosed blocky to 
slightly fissile, grey and olive-brown, calcareous mudstones and inter-
bedded light-grey, calcareous, quartzitic, fine- to coarse-grained 
"saJ. t and pepper" sandstones. Some beds of conglomerate with well-
rounded chert and quartzite pebbles up to several inches in diameter 
were noted at several horizons. At least 300 feet of these beds are 
present in the west 1/2 of sec. 28, T.lON., R.6W. There is probably 
a much greater thickness in this area but a lack of detailed knowledge 
of this part of the stratigraphic section prevented detailed mapping in 
the locality and the structural and stratigraphic relationships were not 
Worked out. 
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With the limited data available, the correlation of the undiffer-
entiated Colorado rocks is uncertain. The lower light grey hornfels 
could be a correlative of the Cone Calcareous or Floweree Members of 
the Marias River Shale (upper formation of the Colorado Group, over-
lying the Blackleaf) of the Sweetgrass Arch area, although this would 
eliminate the two members of the Blackleaf Fonnation overlying the 
Flood Member. The upper unit of shale, sandstone, and conglomerate is 
similar to the Dunkleberg Member of the Drununond area, although if the 
two are equivalent, this eliminates the Taft Hill, which overlies the 
Flood near Drummond. In both of these cases elimination of upper members 
of the Blackleaf Fonnation Formation suggests the presence of either 
a mid-Cretaceous positive area or a hitherto undescribed east-west facies 
changes. An examination of these rocks by one familiar with both the 
Drummond and Sweetgrass Arch sections might provide evidence to support 
one of these hypotheses. 
IGNEOUS ROCKS 
Elkhorn Mountains(?) Volcanics 
Occupying about 10 square miles in the southeastern corner of 
the map area is a sequence of fine-grained volcanic rocks, presumably 
mostly flows and shallow intrusives, with possibly some associated 
sedimentary materials. These are thought to be related to the pre-
batholithic Elkhorn Mountains Volcanics, a plateaulike accumulation 
over 10,000 feet thick of flows and pyroclastics of latitic, andesitic, 
and basaltic composition, named for their extensive development in the 
Elkhorn Mountains south of Helena by Klepper, Weeks, and Ruppel (1957). 
The rocks in the El..liston area represent the northernmost extnesion 
of the Elkhorn Mountains volcanic field. 
The Elkhorn Mountains(?) Volcanics in the Elliston area are in 
fault contact with the Kootenai and older formations on the northwest 
side and on the southeast side are in intrusive contact with the Boulder 
Batholith, so nowhere are the stratigraphic relations of the volcanics 
directly observable. The Boulder Batholith, dated by the potassium-
argon method, is considered to be of late Late Cretaceous age (Baads-
gaard and others, 1961). As it intrudes the volcanics, a minimum age 
of late Upper Cretaceous can be set for them. Abundant sills, very 
Similar in aspect to the rocks of the Elkhorn Mountains(?) Volcanics 
and thought to be associated with them, intrude rocks of the Colorado 
Group, which is of late Early or early Late Cretaceous age, thus setting 
an approximate maximum age for the volcanics. Therefore, in the Ellis-
ton area, the Elkhorn M:>untains(?) Volcanics are Late Cretaceous and 
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and most likely late Late Cretaceous in age. 
Lithologies noted in the :Elkhorn Mountains(?) Volcanics appear to 
be variations on two principal types. The first of these and the most 
common is a hard, dark grey to black, very fine-grained rock, most of 
which is finely porphyritic, the phenocrysts consisting mainly of 
plagioclase, potassic feldspar, biotite, pyroxene, and in some, 10% 
and more of quartz. Binocular microscope examination suggests that 
rocks ranging in composition from quartz latite through andesite are 
present. The second rock type is also a fine-grained porphyry, but is 
light grey in color and appears to be mostly quartz latite. Associated 
with both of the above rock types are sparsely porphyritic, crypto-
crystalline rocks which commonly exhibit striking flow laminations. 
The laminae may be relatively undisturbed, or quite contorted and 
broken. In one piece of andesite which was exam:i.ned, individual lami-
nae contain relict shard-like fragments in a cryptocrystalline matrix, 
suggesting that the rock is a welded tuff which has undergone devitri-
fication, perhaps during thermal metamorphism of the volcanics. 
No attempt was made to map the structure of the Elkhorn Mountains 
(?) Volcanics. Exposures are generally poor and readily mappable units 
would be difficult to define and trace. In the road cuts on the west 
side of McDonald Pass, it can be seen that the beds have been structurally 
deformed, presumably in the same orogenic movements (Laramide) which 
have affected the older rocks of the area. 
Undifferentiated .Andesitic Intrusives 
A great number of small sills and possibly a few dikes of dark, 
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fine-grained, igneous rock intrude most of the pre-Tertiary sedi-
mentary rocks in the map area. Only those observed in the course of 
other mapping are shown on the m?p - no attempt was made to locate all 
that exist in the area. Most of the intrusives seen were in the Cam-
brian strata in the northern and east central pa.rts of the are~ and in 
the Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks of the central and southeastern 
parts of the area. These rocks are host to the intrusives because of 
the presence of shale sequences, which apparently were especially sus-
ceptible to the injection of the sills. At some horizons, most notice-
ably within the Park Shale and again at about the Kootenai-Blackleaf 
contact, intrusive rock was observed in nearly every exposure, sug-
gesting that the sills, even though never more than a few feet in 
thickness, are laterally extensive. Contact metamorphism by these in-
trusives is negligible. 
Two main rock types occur in the intrusives. The most common is 
a dark grey, fine-grained porphyritic rock. The phenocrysts are sub-
hedral to euhedral grains of medium-gray plagioclase, up to 4 mm. dia-
meter. Abundant tiny laths of plagioclase were observed in tne ground-
mass at 20X with the binocular microscope. Tiny needles of hornblende 
and flakes of biotite were also microscopically observed in the ground-
mass. Phenocrysts of ferromagnesian minerals are generally absen~, 
although some of the intrusives have abundant crystals of hornblende 
ana. augite, and minor biotite in some. On the basis of the observed 
mineralogy these rocks are classified as andesites. The second rock 
type is a medium- to greenish-grey, finely crystalline rock (also 
andesite?) which is generally non-porphyritic, although some phenocrysts 
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of plagioclase were occasionally present. 
Most of the small intrusives are similar in lithology to some of 
the Elkhorn Mountains(?) Volcanics and are therefore thought to have 
been intruded in the same episode of volcanism. However, some of 
these rocks, especially those containing megascopic hornblende and 
biotite phenocrysts, may be related to and contemporaneous with the 
Boulder Batholith. In the west l/2 of sec. 2, T.lON., R.7W. there is 
a small intrusive complex in which these rocks are associated with and 
intrusive into batholithic type rocks, showing a possible relationship 
between the two. In the northwest part of T.lON., R.6W. the sills within 
the Blackleaf Formation are lighter grey and may contain limonite and 
cubes of pyrite. These are associated with highly hornfelsed rocks 
and are thought to have been themselves thermally or bydro-thermaJ.ly 
altered. This is possible evidence of their pre-batholithic origin. 
Some of the sills have been faulted. As most of the faulting in the 
area is thought to be either pre-batholithic or penecontemporaneous 
with batholithic intrusion, this again suggests a pre-batholithic age 
for at least some of the intrusions. If the Elkhorn Mountains(?) 
Volcanics actually represent an early episode of surface eruption of 
the batholithic magmas, it is a possibility that the small andesitic 
sills and dikes of the area represent a continual period of intrusion, 
from the time of the Elkhorn Mountains(?) volcanism to the emplacement 
of the batholith. 
Boulder Batholith and Related Intrusives 
The Boulder Batbolith was named by Weed (1897) for exposures near 
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the town of Boulder, Montana, the town itself having been named for the 
bouldery terrain formed upon the weathered, jointed, granitic rock of 
the batholith. The batholith, with an areal expanse of about 1200 square 
miles, lies mainly in the region between Butte and Helena. Small parts 
of the batholith proper extend into the southeastern part of the map 
area, between Priest and Mullan Pass, and north of MacDonald Pass. 
Twenty-nine smaller intrusives in the area, mostly discordant, which are 
similar in lithology to the rocks of the batholith, are believed to be 
related to and probably are satellitic extensions of the batholith . .All 
of these smaller intrusives, with the exception of the :Blackfoot City 
stock, are less than half a square mile in area. The Blackfoot City 
stock covers an area of about seven square miles in the northwestern part 
of the area. The only concordant intrusives are the two or three large 
sills near the top of the Kootenai Formation in the center of the area. 
A well forested, irregular terrain, characterized by knobs and pinnacles 
of the granitic rock, forms upon the larger intrusive masses. 
Studies of hand specimens using the binocular microscope, supple-
mented in several instances by thin section studies, indicate that most 
of the intrusives are granodiorite, although granite, quartz monzonite, 
monzonite, quartz diorite, and diorite were also identified. Some of 
these latter represent variations observed within a single intrusive, sug-
gesting that local factors, such as assimilation of the country rock, 
affected the composition of the magma. An example of this is seen about 
one-half mile east of Blackfoot City on Ophir Creek, where a granite 
tongue of the Blackfoot City stock, normally granodiorite, intrudes quart-
zitic Precambrian and Cambrian rocks. Hornblends and biotite, singly or 
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together, are conspicuous and constant accessories of the igneous rocks 
under discussion. These comprise from five to 50 per cent of the rock, 
with most falling in the 10 to 20 per cent range. 
M:)st of the rocks are equigranular, although the Kootenai sills and 
some of the smaller apophyses and dikes are porphyritic, with hornblende 
phenocrysts (which may have a good preferred orientation) in a dark grey, 
fine-grained ground.mass. One other noticeably porphyritic rock is ex-
posed at Priest Pass. This rock, which has prominent phenocrysts of 
potassic feldspar up to 1/3 inch in length was described by Knopf (1963) 
as the Priest's Pass Leucomonzonite, one of the "aberrant intrusives" of 
the :Boulder Batholith. 
The plutonic rocks of the Boulder Batholith must have been em-
placed at relatively shallow depths, as suggested by the fact that among 
the intruded rocks are the extrusive Elkhorn Mountains(?) Volcanics, the 
youngest pre-batholithic rock in the area. In none of the described 
localities of upper Cretaceous volcanic rocks in west-central Montana 
have any overlying pre-batholithic strata been recognized - therefore the 
volcanic roof rock of the batholith is thought to have been at the surface 
at the time of intrusion. In the neighboring Basin Quadrangle to the 
south a figure of 5,000 feet has been suggested as the thickness of vol-
canic roof rock overlying the batholith at the time of intrusion (Ruppel, 
1963). 
Due to the shallow depth of intrusion the country rock behaved in 
a brittle manner and is generally highly fractured. The abundance of 
apophyses extending from some of the intrusives and the presence of large 
lllarginal zenoliths in some suggests that fracturing, penetration, and 
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i.e. magmatic stoping, was the principal mode of emplacement. Intrusive 
contacts, where exposed, are o~en sharp, well-defined discordant sur-
faces (Fig. 9). In less well defined contacts, the presence of argill-
aceous crumbly rock on both sides of the contact suggest alteration by 
post-magmatic hydrotherrual solutions moving along the contact zone 
(Fig, 10). Intrusive contacts are mostly high angle. The attitude of 
the contacts of the .Marysville and Blackfoot City stocks suggests that 
these intrusives are domical in shape, although reversals of dip direction 
are present, particularly where strata of the country rock are inclined 
toward the intrusives. 
The number and widespread distribution of intrusives, the amount 
of faulting in the area, and the widespread contact metamorphism suggest 
that the entire area is probably closely underlain by batholithic rock. 
Erosion of perhaps only a few thousand more feet of sedimentary rocks 
from the area will probably produce a terrain which is floored almost 
entirely by granitic rock. 
Tertiary Volcanics 
Within the Avon Basin and no~th of the Dog Creek Basin are some 
rather extensive occurences of rhyolite and possibly some quartz latite. 
As some of these flows extend down to the present valley bottoms these 
appear to have formed at a time when the topography was similar to that 
of the present. The principle lithology of the rhyolites is a resistant, 
flaggy, fine-grained porphyritic rock, commonly light grey to almost 
1 
Barrell (1907) independently worked out the theory of magmatic 
stoping from his studies of the .Marysville Stock in the northeastern 
corner of the map area. 
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Fig. 9. Contact of granite of an apophysis of the 
Blackfoot City stock with hornfels of the Wolsey Shale in 
lower Ophir Creek canyon. 
Fig. 10. Contact of Granodiorite of Blackfoot 
City Stock with marble of the Meagher Limestone. 
Compare with sharp contact of Fig. 9. 
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but which may be dark grey, violet, or brick red. The abundant 
phenocrysts are principally subhedral grains of dark grey to nearly 
black smoky quartz, up to 5 mm in diameter, the contrast between these 
dark grains and the light-colored ground mass giving the rock a striking 
appearance. Other phenocrysts observed consist mainly of san1dine, with 
minor amounts of plagioclase. Vesicular, scoria-like rocks and breccias 
of small rhyolite fragments in a rhyolite matrix, all highly indurated, 
are abundant locally. Notable localities are the small hill on the 
north side of the Little Blackfoot River in the southwest 1/4 of sec. 
30, T.lON., R.7W. (Fig. 17); three miles east of this in the northwest 
1/4 of sec. 27 in the same township; and on the west side of the small 
basin at the north 1/4 corner of sec. 3, T.lON., R.6w. On the north 
side of the Little Blackfoot, just west of its confluence with Trout 
Creek, are a group of "hoodoos 11 , weathering out of a. very soft, unstrati-
fied breccia of tiny rhyolite and crystal fragments in a fine-grained, 
very pale-orange, loosely compacted matrix (Fig. 11). This is thought 
to be a subaerial deposit of ash and coarser ejecta formed close to a 
vent. The presence of the previously mentioned breccias and scoriaceous 
rocks one mile to the west lend support to the presence of a vent in 
this area. 
Rhyolite with well defined flow banding was noted at three locali-
ties in the area. The cliffs behind the cemetery at Elliston are made 
up of a vertically jointed, flow-banded, light grey porphyritic rhyolite. 
Along the scarp between the mouths of the canyons of Trout and Snowshoe 
Creeks and on the upper Dry Fork of Trout Creek grey to violet, non-
Porphyritic rbyolites occur which possess striking flow lamination. 
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These rocks may be very spherulitic. Thin section examination of a speci-
men from the former locality shows zones with alternating spherulitic 
and cryptocrystalline layers and others in which all the layers are 
spherulitic. Associated with the flow banded rocks on the Dry Fork of 
irrout Creek are some vesicular rhyolite breccias which contain fragments 
of non-volcanic rock, including some pieces which appear to be a black 
chert, probably incorporated into the toe of the flow from the underlying 
rocks of the Phosphoria Formation. 
On a mountain top in the southeast corner of sec. 16, T.llN., R.7W., 
and along the east side of Hope Creek, about four miles to the east, are 
patches of volcanic rocks which do not seem to be related to the above 
rhyolites. These are light- to medium-grey, non-porphyritic rocks char~ 
acterized by tiny vesicles and in the former occurence, by large pipe-
like vesicles, partially filled. These rocks may be related to the 
dacite described by Knopf (1913) from this general part o:f Montana, later 
recognized as quarz latite by Smedes (1962), who called an extensive 
sequence of these rocks in the Butte area the Lowland Creek Volcanics, 
of Oligocene age. 
The age of the rhyolite in the Elliston area is uncertain. That in 
the Avon Basin is thought to have been erupted shortly prior to or con-
temporaneously with the tuf:faceous "lake beds" of the Avon Basin, these 
considered to be Oligocene in age (Konizeski, fide Bierwagon, 1964). 
Although exposures o:f the contact are poor, the "lake beds" appear to lap 
6nto the rhyolite, and contain occasional sea.ins of rhyolite pebbles, 
apparently derived from local sources. In the area of the Dog Creek Basin, 
again the contacts are indefinite, but the Hhyolite here appears to overly 
"l a.k:e beds" considered to be Oligocene in age (Erdmann, 1959) and also 
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.. · ,,, 5 to overly coarse gravels thought by the present author to be of pre-5ee .... 
~isconsinan glacial origin. Therefore at least two ages o~ Rhyolite ex-
trusion are postulated, one in the Oligocene and one in the early Pleis-
tocene. Some of the more isolated outcrops of Tertiary volcanics, such 
as the rbyolite and quartz latite along Hope Creek and the rhyolite on 
the Dry Fork of Trout Creek, are more difficult to date, but due to 
their relation to the modern topography are thought to have formed in 
Pliocene or later time, when the. present cycle of erosion was initiated. 
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Fig. 11. Hoodoos weathering out of rhyolite breccia 
on north side of Little Blackfoot River valley. 
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Fig. 12. High level gravels on Meyers Hill. Ridge 
in distance to south is source area of gravel. 
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CENOZOIC STRATIGRAPHY 
Tertiary System 
"Lake" Beds 
The Avon and Dog Creek basins contain fills of poorly-consolidated, 
predominantly fine-grained, detrital and pyroclastic sediment. The 
deposits of the Avon Valley are principally tuffs and bentonitic clays 
and except for areas of rhyolite and where veneered by terrace gravels, 
underlie the surface over most of the valley. Outcrops, although numerous, 
are small and isolated and no attempt was made to work out detailed 
stratigraphy. In the Dog Creek basin the Tertiary beds are mainly lignitic 
clays and are largely covered by recent alluvium. 
The principal sediment types of the Avon Valley are poorly strati-
fied, light tan to medium-brown, fine-grain~d tuffs and tuffaceous silt-
stones. A thin section of a sample from the mouth of Snowshoe Creek 
canyon showed the sediment to consist predominantly of very angular, 
irregular shards of glass. The angularity of the shards and the poorly 
bedded nature of the deposits suggest deposition either subaerially or 
in lakes with little current agitati9n. The presence of some sequences 
in which small lenses of rounded rhyolite pebbles are present indicates 
that some of the material at least has been stream or current deposited. 
Some beds of fairly well-cemented, coarse,: feldspathic sandstone 
and fine,.well-rounded, cobble conglomerate was observed in the SW 1/4 
sec. 18, T.lON., R.7W. Light greenish- to reddish-brown or grey clay, 
judged to be bentonitic by the popcorn-like weathering surface, crops 
out in several places in secs. 6, 7, and 30, T.lON., R.7W. In the SW 1/4 
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of sec. 7 thin lignitic seams with poorly preserved plant remains were 
observed in the clay. In se?. 6, along Eureka Gulch, coarse, tuffaceous 
sands with abundant angular fragments and rounded pebbles and cobbles 
of light grey, non-porphyritic, banded felsite are interbedded with 
the clays. 
In a thin bed of light grey ash just outside the border of the 
map area in the SE 1/4 of sec. 24, T.lON., R.8w., branchlets which 
appear to be those of Metasequoia were found. This would suggest a 
minimum age of Oligocene for the sediments. Other workers have indicated 
an Oligocene age for these beds (Kon{zeski, fide Bierwagen, 1964; Alden, 
1953) · 
The Tertiary sediments of the Dog Creek basin wer.e not closely 
examined. Thirty feet or more of lignitic clays are exposed in the clay 
pit in sec. 3, T.lON., R.6W. Occasional small rhyolite pebbles in the clay 
indicate that the beds post-date at least some of the rhyolite in the 
vicinity, although at the clay pit a rhyolite appears to overly the lake 
beds. A few beds of conglomerate, consisting mainly of Belt quartzite 
pebbles occur here and in the gully below the road in the NW corner of 
sec. 11, T.lON., R.6w. In the latter locality the beds dip steeply 
toward the basin, indicating downwarping since their deposition. Erd-
mann (1953) indicates an. Oligocene age for these sediments aJ. though it is 
not certain upon what evidence this age is based. 
]ligh Level Gravels 
Coarse, rounded, fluviaJ. gravels occur on ridge tops in three 
localities in the mountainous part of the map area. One locality is in 
the northwestern part of the area, on the summit of Meyers Hill and at 
another point on the Continental Divide one mile to the east, at eleva-
tions of 7100 and 6800 feet respectively. Another locality is north-
east of Mullan Pass where there are three occurences of gravel at ele-
vations from 5800 to 5900 feet. The third locality is in the south 
central part of the area on the ridge northeast of Elliston, where three 
patches of gravel occur at elevations from 6000 to 6100 feet. The gravels 
of the first and third localities are positioned about 900 feet above 
the present local drainage levels, indicating the approximate amount of 
dissection that has taken place since their deposition. The gravels of 
the second locality, that near Mullan Pass, a.re from 200 to 600 feet above 
local drainage levels, although the streams in question.are the youth-
ful headwaters of streams which drop several hundred more feet in ele-
vation before grade is attained a couple of miles downstream. 
The gravels on Meyers Hill, lying on Cambrian bedrock at 7100 
feet, contain lithologies from nearly all the younger formations to the 
south, including the Cretaceous Kootenai Formation which now crops out 
in the vicinity of Esmeralda Hill, about three miles to the south-
southeast and 300 feet lower in elevation. Two valleys draining to 
the east and south, the lowest 900 feet below the gravel deposit, separate 
the gravels from the:ir source. Although gravel is scattered all about 
the sununit of Meyers Hill, most is concentrated in a swale which trends 
across the hill at about N5o0w. Some of the boulders in this swale, 
in particular those derived from the Quadrant Quartzite and the Boulder 
Batholith, attain dimension~ up to 12 1 Xl0 1 x4 1 (Fig. 12). The large size 
and well-rounded nature of some of these boulders suggests that this 
swale may actually have been a stream chan~el. Bedrock exposed in a 
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mine shaft in the swale: appears to be the middle laminated limestone 
of the Wolsey Formation, faulted up into the Meagher Limestone in a 
horst-type structure. Thus the swale actually represents a reversal of 
topography occurring when erosion removed the top of the horst, exposing 
weak shales of the Wolsey, bounded on both sides by the resistant Meagher 
limestones. The depression formed apparently controlled the course of the 
stream which deposited the gravels. 
The large boulders of quartz monzonite or granodiorite occurring 
in the deposit may have come from the Blackfoot City stock, the topo-
graphic surface of which is now relatively 700 to 1000 feet lower than 
the gravels, or from the small body of quartz mon~onite just north of 
Esmeralda Hill, now about Boo feet lower than the gravel deposit. 
The gravels northeast of M..lllan Pass contain lithologies from the 
Madison Group, Elkhorn Mountains(?) Volcanics, and the Kootenai Forma-
tion, with the nearest source area from two to three miles to the south 
or southwest across the Continental Divide. 
The gravels on the ridge northeast of Elliston contain quartzite 
boulders from the Belt strata eight miles to the north and although 
equally high above present drainage levels, are unlike the two deposits 
previously discussed in that they can be accounted for with the present 
lines of drainage. The gravel occurs on the Dog Creek side of the drain-
age divide and are thought to have been deposited by that stream when it 
flowed at a higher level. The Meyers Hill and M..lllan Pass gravels re-
quire a drainage system which flowed opposite or at right angles to the 
1· 
A number of prospects are located in the swale, apparently made 
by someone who thought the granitic boulders had weathered out from an 
intrusive located here. 
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present system and are therefore thought to be older than the Elliston 
gravels. 
One high level occurence of gravel has not been discussed. In the 
northeast 1/4 of sec. 30, T.lON., R.7W., on the crest of a ridge of 
~dison limestone, a couple of large boulders of black, porphyritic, 
aphanitic rock.from the Elkhorn Mountains(?) Volcanics, and a few 
cobbles of Cretaceous quartzites occur. Three-fourths of a mile to the 
south, in a broad shallow depression on the same ridge, larger numbers 
of Cretaceous and Jurassic cobbles and boulders occur, probably a lag 
deposit derived from more extensive deposits of the same gravel. Unless 
the Elkhorn Mountaina(?) Volcanics were formerly more extensive, an 
easterly or southeasterly source for these gravels is indicated. This 
deposit is thought to be related to the older high level gravels and can 
be used with the gravels northeast of Mullan Pass and on Meyer!s Hill 
to establish the position of a major Miocene or early Pliocene drainage 
divide, possibly the ancestral Continental Divide, extending southeast-
ward across the area:.from the vicinity of Blackfoot City to that of 
McDonald Pass. 
The high level gravels on Meyers Hill and near Mullan Pass are 
thought to have formed prior to blockfaulting episodes which raised the 
present mountain mass above the adjacent downwarped, filled basins. Thus 
they may be slightly older than the highest gravels in the Avon Valley, 
which are thought to have formed in the first stages of uplift of the 
mountains along the marginal faults. The somewhat younger gravels on 
the ridge north of Elliston may be nearly contemporaneous with the 
formation of the number two level in the Avon Valley and perhaps slightly 
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older than the gravels which cover that surface, thought to have formed 
during a period of uplift and erosion in the mountains. The sequence of 
events involved in formations of these gravels is discussed later in the 
section on Cenozoic history. 
Tertiary and Quaternary Systems 
Gravels of the Avon Valley 
Coarse fluvial gravels occur at four general levels above the 
present streams in the Avon Valley. All the gravels were derived from 
the mountains on the east side of the valley, with no major drainage 
changes required for their origin. The upper two levels are possibly 
late Tertiary in age, the lower two Quaternary, although this age 
assignment is largely conjectural. 
The highest or number one level is represented by scattered cobbles 
and boulders on the highest hills of the valley, at elevations from 5300 
to about 5500 feet. These are probably lag deposits, derived from a 
higher level, now erradicated. The next highest or number two level is 
represented by more extensive deposits and occurs at elevations from 
5200 to 5300 feet (Fig. 13). These deposits are all from 2 1/2 to four 
"'1.e mountain front, the surface connecting them to the moun-
tains having been destroyed. The alluvial fan like deposit between the 
mouths of Trout and Snowshoe Creeks, the upper surface of which is at 
about 5680 feet, is thought to be equivalent to these gravels and if so 
represents their only occurence adjacent to the mountains. Boulders in 
the deposits range up to three feet in diameter, although most would 
probably fall in the six inch to one foot range. No Belt lithologies, so 
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Fig. 13. View looking northeastward across the Avon basin into 
the map area, from just outside southwest corner of area. Dissected 
pediment of the No. 2 level on right. Apparent remnants of this sa.:n.e 
surface can be seen in the middle-distance, across the Little Black-
foot River valley. Avon valley scarp in far distance. Snowshoe Creek 
coming in from northeast, left of center, middle distance. 
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prominent in alluvial deposits of streams which have crossed outcrop areas 
of these rocks, were noted in the gravels of the number two level. It is 
thought that at the time of gravel deposition the Belt rocks along the 
east side of the Avon Valley had not yet been exposed to erosion and 
possibly had not yet been uplifted into the zone of erosion. No lime-
stones are present in the gravels - these, if once present, have been 
weathered out, at least at the surface. In one of the deposits, that 
in section 28, large boulders of batholithic rock occur. The only other 
gravels in this part of the valley which contain batholithic rock are the 
morainal deposits north of Elliston. This gravel, however, is thought to 
be above the level at which the outwash gravels were deposited, and as 
no source of batholithic rock is thought to have been exposed along the 
scarp to the east, the boulders were probably deposited by the Little 
Blackfoot River flowing around the north side of elev. 5517 instead of 
around the south side as it does now. 
The third level of gravel deposition occurs on a surface which 
slopes gently from an elevation of 5300 feet near the mountain front to 
above 5120 feet at its extremities two to three'miles away and which 
forms the flat interstream areas between Snowshoe Creek and the Elliston 
moraine (Fig. 14). The gravel of the number three level is generally 
finer than that of the number two level, and unlike the number two level 
gravels, contains abundant cobbles and boulders of Belt rocks. 
Gravel of a fourth level occurs on poorly preserved terrace rem-
nants at about 5000 feet in the valley of Snowshoe Creek. This is the 
oldest gravel to occur within one of the present valleys. Younger 
gravels occur at a few places on small terraces in the stream valleys, up 
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Fig. 14. View looking north along Avon Valley scarp, across 
gravel-veneered surface of the No. 3 level. Road goes toward mouth 
of Trout Creek. 
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to a height of about 80 feet above the present streams. No attempt was 
made to correlate between these very young terraces. 
Quaternary(?) System 
Pre-Wisconsinan Drift(?) 
Extensive deposits of coarse gravel mantle the topography and 
obscure the bedrock in the northeastern part of the map area, south 
and west of Greenhorn Mountain (Fig. 15). The distribution of this 
gravel, on both valley sides and ridge tops, suggests that it is an 
old morainal deposit. There is no indication of morainal topography, 
which if once present, has probably .been destroyed ,by post-glacial mass 
wasting. The boulders of the deposits are m?stly sub-round to sub-
angular, and range up to nine feet in diameter. They are primarily Belt 
quartzites, mostly from the Greenhorn Mountain Formation, although 
rounded boulders of.black Kootenai hornfels occur on Mullan Pass. These 
may be derived from high level fluvial gravels, which occur in the area 
at about this level. Any other lithologies present in the gravels have 
most likely weathered out at the surface. Erdmann (1953) examined an 
exposure of the gravel in a road cut on Mullan Pass and described it as 
11an indistinct, poorly-sorted layer of gravel in a matrix of dusky-red, 
clay, possibly an old high level till". 
The possibility also exists that the gravels are late Tertiary 
high level colluvial deposits, formed from material which had moved down 
the slopes of Greenhorn Mountain toward ancestral Dog Creek, which flowed 
now a level of about 6100 feet (about 360 feet above its 
present level), during the 11old valley cycle" of Pardee (1950·). Under 
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Fig. 15. View from Meyers Hill area east-southeast toward 
Greenhorn Mountain, in center distance . Continental Divide extends 
along ridge to left. Upper parts of Dog Creek drainage (Hope Creek) 
extends away from observer on the right. Gentle, forested, south-
facing slopes in near distance) and Thompson Flats (the long flat 
unforested slope to the right front of Greenhorn Mountain, are 
covered with coarse pre-Wisconsina~ drift(?) gravels . 
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tl1is. theor.1, the material co"(reri!'".;.g the s cf the present valleys 
would be hillwash or colluviwn recently reworked :from the higher de-
posits. 
Although conclusive evidence was not found, 0he writer favors 
the glacial theory of origin for the following reasons: First, the 
gravels occur on the dipslope side of their source rocks, tne beds of 
which dip at angles of less than 4o0 to the south, and it does not 
appear likely that extensive colluvial deposits would form on dipslopes. 
Second> the presence of large, rather angular boulders of quartzite from 
the Greenhorn Mountain Formation on top of the Divide east of Meyer 1 s 
Hill have their most likely source area two miles to the east> opposite 
to what appears to have oeen the direction of late ~ertiary drainage. 
An adj a.cent deposit of fluviaJ. gravels J with source areas only slightly 
more distant> are definitely rounded. Deposition by ice moving from 
the east appears to be the most likely origin for the Belt boulders at 
this point. 
The lack of typical morainal topography, the sheetlike nature of 
the deposits, the presence of the deposits on the divides, and the re-
striction of gravel lithologies to only the most resistant rocks are all 
features similar to early pre-Wisconsinan Rocky Mountain glacial deposits 
described by Richmond (1957) and on this basis, a pre-Wisconsinan age is 
postulated for the gravels. Correlation with the Buffalo tills of 
Rlackwelder (1915) of the Teton Moun~ains in Wyoming is suggested. The 
broad, gentle-sloped valleys and rounded summits in the area of the 
gravels suggests the existence of a small mountain ice sheet, rather 
than or separate valley glaciers. Gree~horr. Mountain, 7500 feet in 
features are r'.l.ther commcn elGewhere in the 1:iap area and m.&.:y 1::,e e. p:ro-
auct of normal mechanica.1.. weathering and rr..a.ss was-cing in the preser,t 
semi-arid climate. 
Qu3.ternary System 
Wisoonsinan Glacial Depcsi ts 
A well defined lateral moraine oc~~=s on the bench and mountain 
north of' Elliston (Fig. 16). Fro:m its ter:ninus on the 52JO f'oot level 
bench 1:,wo miles below Elliston, it cr:m "t::e traced eastwa:;:-d arour.d the 
ridge north of Elli.,;T.on b.t an elevation o:f' a-bout. 5900 :feet, 800 feet, 2:0072 
the valley floor, al,out a mile up into tr,.e val~ey of 
here the depof,i T.s c:an ·oe traeed up the M:c::)onald Pa.::s highway to ~n e:i..c::-
vation of about 5800 feet. 'rhrougr,ot,t mes t o:t' tt::t,:; extent the ra0:.~ai11e 
has typically developed tummocky mo:cai.:.1al top;.;graphy. An 
feature a mile north of Elliston is two or 1~hree low 
aJ.ong and paralleling the outer boundary of' t:b.e moraine., aprx:1re:nly 
marking succes3ive posit:i.o.a.s of a receding ice :margin ( / \ • ...o). 
fresh-lookir.g boul de:rf, of· granodiori te ar.d re2.at<"cd granitic rocks are 
a conspicuous cons ti tuemt of' "Cl-re mora.ine. 
The E.'lliston mors.ine wc::.s de;;:o,'oite:i ·~:y a gla.cie:c· wl-.1.ich e:x-
tena.ed r:orthward dowr. 1.;r:E; ve.J..ley of tr1e .Sittle 31&,ck.foct Ri'Jer ,;;cu-ch 
of Elliston and wi:1ich ·wafJ a 
Mountains 20 miles to tne south (Ru:.;;pel, 1962 1 .. Alder. (1953) s~1gg'::':;;ted. 
that the moraine at El:.Liiton lli::',.y 
the morainE, appears to have filled ir.i. c.1.reas lower than this a,.d [;.l;,r, 
no cutwa;jh t?;ravels are present on the 5200 f'e,ct be:'.lch :farther duw:.-
strea.'11. ·rheref'ore it is more likely that ti:"!e ice moved down a valley 
which had been incised slightly celow the 5200 foot level. Ir.i. the sout~-
east 1/4 of sec. 27, T.lON., R.7W. the morair~e truncates a terrace of 
toe number three level, indicating that the glacier postdates the 
dissection of that level. A terrace remnant at 5000 feet several miles 
downstream on the north side of' the valley may represent the level cf 
outwash in the valley at the tirae. 
An ou twash plain with kettle holes exists ir. the Li i:; tle Elacki'cc--c 
east of Ell:iBton near the conf'luence o:f 
Blackfoot River. It barely extends im:;o the map area, where Dog Creek 
has cut slightly into this surface. 'l'his ou.twash plain may have fcrrn.ed 
at a time when the El.listen ice sheet had receeded scme miles to the 
south, or what is more likely, represents a later period of glaciation 
in the Boulder Mountains to the south, foll.owing dissection of the 
Elliston moraine by the Little B.lackf'oot River. R .. rppe::. (1962) has 
the deposits at Elliston. Tl:1e El~iston moraine is morphologically 
similar to the early Wisconsin.an(?) :Su.1.1 L2'.ke moraines descrioed. ·oy 
:Blackwelder ( 1915) :from the Wind B.i 7er Mo1.mtains 01~ Wyorr.ing ~nd could 
lie a correlative of' 'those deposits. 
Al.lu.vitLm 
'l."ne v-a.lleys of the Little Bl&ckfoct f. iver, of Creek ar"d i 'ts 
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floored with alluvium (Fig. 17). The abruptness with which the :::;tcep 
valley sides rise from the valley floor suggests the presence of a 
fill of some thickness in valleys formerly deeper. Aerial photographs 
of the valley of the Little Blackfoot River show abundant scars of a 
braided stream on its floor. This may relate back to the waning stages 
of glaciation in the Boulder Mountains, when melting ice was supplying 
an abundant load of sediment to the stream. The streams of the area 
do not at present show signs of active deposition on this alluvial 
surface. 
Landslide deposits 
Several areas of hummocky landslide topography occur in the area. 
The largest and most spectacular of these is just below the mouth of 
Snowshoe Creek canyon, on the north side of the valley, where a large 
section of Tertiary lake sediments and capping gravels has slwnped into 
the valley, leaving a steep, broadly curving scarp at its head between 
50 and 100 feet high. What appears to be a small dissected remnant 
of a tributary delta in Snowshoe Creek canyon and a broad alluvial 
meadow just above the slide show that Snowshoe Creek was temporarily 
dammed by the slide. Since that time the creek has cut a narrow chan-
nel across the toe of the slide. Thick gravel deposits overlying the 
poorly consolidated lake beds probably provided an unstable situation; 
movement along the fault at the nearby mountain front may have trig-
gered the slide. The excellently preserved form of the slide shows it 
to be a fairly recent occurrence. 
Colluvium 
Hillwash from resistant rock units has accumulated in sufficient 
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Fig. 16. View east across the Elliston moraine, 
just north of Elliston. Trees on the ridge cre st in 
distance mark the northern boundaDJ of the moraine, 
wher~ the ice moved across the ridge toward the obser-
ver, into the Avon Valley. 
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Fig. 17. View looking west from s outhwest corner 
of map area, down valley of the Little Blackfoot River, 
to where the stream leaves the Avon Valley through a 
canyon superposed across ridges of rhyolite. Small pointed 
hill in center of photo is rhyolite, with Tertiary sediments 
lapping up on its flank (light patches near base). Gravels 
of No. 2 level in foreground. 
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a.1nounts to conceal the bedrock in a number of places. Notable locali-
ties are on west facing scarps between the mouths of Snowshoe Creek 
and Trout Creek canyons and at the headwaters of Gold Creek, where 
hillwash from the Quadrant and from the Kootenai and Blackleaf Forrr.a.-
tions respectively obscure large areas of bedrock. Other areas mapped 
as recent colluviu..~ include areas such as the lower slopes of the Dog 
creek.:&i.sin and the head of the valley on the west side of Priest Pass, 
" 
where marshy meadows and grassy, thickly-·soil covered slopes make 
determination of bedrock difficult or impossible. Some of these areas 
may contain alluvial deposits of Quaternary or Tertiary age, now in-
corporated into the colluvium. Alluvial fans are included in places. 
In the McDonald Pass area large patches of locally derived batholithic 
1 
and volcanic boulders obscure the bedrock.- This deposit, mapped as 
col:uvi·um, may be large a residual bouldery soil of late Tertiary age. 
Evidence for the antiquity of this deposit can be observed in the road-
cut on McDonald Pass where the granodiorite is decomposed to a depth 
of 10 feet. 
1 
Knopf (1963) mapped these deposits as drift; however, al: the 
material of the deposits can be accounted for by local downslope 
gravity movement. 
• 
The main types of metamorphic rock::; have been diseussed. pre;v-
iously wi 1.:h the :::'ormations from which they were derivc.:cl. In smmrtB.ry: 
~he effects of contact 1,;hermal metamorphism are outstanding. The 
argillaceous rocks were the most susceptible to alteration ar1d much 
of the shale of the area has been altered to hard, dense hornfels. 
In a number of areas, these are spotted with small porphyroblasts, 
probably mostly cordierite. The sandstones of the area, where ad-
jacent to batholith~c intrusive masses, are often recrystallized to 
nearly pure white quartzites, making recognition of the original lith-
ology and hence the formation difficult. The presence of such quartzites 
in the metamorphosed Kootenai Formation along the east side of Dog 
Creek below J3lossberg probably led to the ir.terpretation of this part 
of' the area as Quadrant Quartzite on the state map of )1CJn-
tana. Limestones of the area) clcse to intrusives) have been recrys-
tallized to coarse cr:umbly aggregates of calcite. Around the margins 
of the Blackfoot City Stock an aureole of coarsely recrystallized 
limestones of the Meagher, Jefferson, and Madison Formations extends 
up to one-half mile from the perimeter of the stock. Additive meta-
morphism of limestones is common, but local. The typical rock of this 
origin is a tough, fine- to coarse-grained, calc-silicate hornfels, 
composed of such minerals as epidote, diopside, and garnet. 
STRUCTURE 
The rocks of the Elliston area have been subjected to at least 
and possibly five stages of deformation - possibly one in pre-
Lal'8lllide Late Cretaceous time, three near the end of the Cretaceous in 
the I,a.ram.ide Orogeny, and the fifth during post-orogenic Cenozoic 
blockfaulting. The pre-Laramide phase involved broad warping and block-
faulting. The Laramide deformation includes an initial compressional 
phase and a subsequent intrusive phase, which make up the major structur-
al elements of the area. These are. a southeastward plunging anticline 
and syncline, and a westward dipping thrust fault which has shi~ed the 
anticline eastward over the west limb of the syncline, in a classic 
example of the effects of prolonged compressional stress. A great nwnber 
of smaller faults occur in the area and many of these are thought to be 
related to the large-scale intrusion of batholithic mag1nas into a re-
latively thin and brittle roofrock. The large thrust is displaced by 
severa..::.. of these faults. A number of northwestward trending faults in 
the area are thought to have either formed due to relaxation of Laramide 
compressional forces or else may be related to a general regional stress 
produced during intrusion of the Boulder Batholith. The faults appear 
to be pre-batholithic. Included in this group of faults are two sus-
pected large faults controlling the course of upper Dog Creek and its 
trfoutary Hope Creek. Post Laramide blo.ck faulting is thought to be 
responsible for the elevation of the mountain area relative to the down-
~opped Avon basin and also for the deformation of the Tertiary sedi-
lllents of the ·oasin. 
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Pre-Laramide Structure 
One suspected fault in the area ffiay have formed prior to the 
main episode of Laramide compression. This fault forms the straight 
northwestern boundary of the Elkhorn Mountains(?) Volcanics in the 
southeastern corner of the map area. The volcanics have been faulted 
down into contact with formations ranging in age from Pennsylvanian 
to Lower Cretaceous. Faults of large vertical displacement parallel 
to the main orogenic compressive for~es would not be expected and 
therefore the fault is not thought to be related to the main orogenic 
compression. The possibility of its being formed during post-
orogenic block faulting is eliminated because of the presence of late-
Laramide intrusives along the fault, emplacement of which is thought to 
have been controlled by the faul~. The upturning of the sedimentary 
strata along the northwest side of the fault is thought to have occur-
red during a reversal of movement on the fault during emplacement of 
the Boulder Batholith. 
The fault may have actually formed the north side of a structural 
basin in which the Elkhorn Mountains(?) Volcanics accumulated. If so, 
this downwarping probably occurred during a period of post-Colorado 
pre-Elkhorn V.ountains(?) broad crustal flexing, evidence of which has 
been found elsewhere in western Montana (PJ.exander, 1955, p. 61). 
Laramide Structures 
The large syncline is the major structural feature of the area, its 
axis passing through the center of the area with a trend of about N30°w. 
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The fold is distinctly asr,nmetrical. Its northeast limb dips south-
:iestwa.rd at 30° to 4o0 and the southwest limb, due to overthrusting from 
the west, dips eas0ward at higher angles, from 4o0 to vertical. The axis 
iS difficult to trace because the fold has been greatly mofified by 
later intrusion and faulting. In the northwest the intrusion of the 
Blackfoot City stock has caused the main axis to split into two axes on 
the southeast side of the stock. The split occurs about a half a mile 
south of the center point of the map area. One axis then bends west-
ward and meets the stock, the other turns northward and dies out several 
Jlliles east of the stock. The effect·on the map pattern is a flattening 
of the nose of the syncline southeast of the stock. South of the spli0 
point the axis of the syncline can be traced in to sec . 1 T, T. lON. , R. 6W. , 
but beyong this its position is obscure. The eas0 limb of the fold 
swings around to the southwest and all along Dog Creek the beds dip to 
the northwest, so it would seem that the axis of the fold also swings to 
the southwest where it must pass beneath the thrust fault. As explained 
in the preceeding section this deformation of the fold near Dog Creek is 
thought to have been caused by intrusion and movement on the fault form-
ing the boundary of the Elkhorn Mountains(?) Volcanics, during emplace-
ment of the Boulder Batholith. 
The west limb and most of the axial region of the anticline which 
has been thrust over the syncline has been largely cut away by the down-
dropping of the Avon basin and is now buried beneath the valley alluvium. 
The east limb dips between 4o0 and 50° to the east, except close to the 
thrust fault, where in most places the beds are vertical or overturned. 
In the NE 1/4 of sec. 12, T.lON., R,7W., overturned beds of the ;',ladison 
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east 1/2 of sec. 32, T.lON., R.6W. At its northern extremity the fault 
appears to pass into a strike-slip fault in the valley of Trout Creek 
although a small intrusive complex here obscures the relations. The Cam-
brian Meagher and Park Formations on the south side of Trout Creek are in 
fault contact with the .Madison Lime~tone on the north side of the valley, 
showing sinistral strike-slip movement. Throughout most of its length, 
the thrust brings formations from the Jefferson through the Kootenai into 
contact with rocks of the Colorado Group. Calculations of the strati-
graphic throw on the fault are possible at the northern end and in the 
middle, giving figures of' 5400 feet and 1800 feet respectively, showing 
decrease of displacement southward. 
Several smaller faults in the thrust sheet parallel to the main 
thrust which cause o:m..~ission of strata are interpreted as being sub-
sidiary thrusts., probably extending down to join with the larger fault 
at depth. 
Other faults in the area which are thought to have formed in the 
main episode of compressional deformation are two east by northeast 
trending faults two or three miles in leng~h in the southcentral part 
Of the area. Both abut against the major thrust fault at their eastern 
·ends. ;rhe northernmost of the .faults fo~lows a gulch at the oace o:· the 
M:i,dison Limestone where it swings around ·che anti cl ir~al nose two rr.iles 
northeast of Elliston. A number of north-trending faults north of this 
fault appear to abut against it. At its west end the south side has 
dropped down and at the east end the north side has dropped, indicat-
ing a scissors movement with the axis coincidir.g with the anticlinal 
axis. The southern of the two faults is of a more profound nature, as 
it marks an abrupt southward truncation of the anticline. South of the 
iault relations are obscured by an extensive mantle of glacial drift, 
but it can be seen that the axis of the anticline has been shifted east-
ward about a mile. In this area the Madison Limestone makes up the core 
of the anticline. Only a small'part of the east lirab is present, as it 
is cut off on the east by the main th.r·ust and cverthrust by the wes"t 
li~b on the west side. The movement or. the fault in question is thou.ght 
to be mainly strike-slip, as the vertical d.i~placement does riot. ze€:m to 
be sufficient to account for the amount of la-cera.J.. shift which the 
anticlinal axis has undergone. 
An area of concentrated faults which may be of pre-batholithic 
origin is in sec. 24 and 25 of T.lON., R.7W. These occur in the axial 
region of the anticline in Cambrian rocks which have been intensely 
silicified, apparently by emanations from the small intrusive in the SE 
1/4 of sec. 13 of the same township. The sarr1e formations on the opposite 
side of the intrusive are not silicified, so it is thought that pre-
batholithic fractures in the core of the anticline controlled the sili-
cification. Squeezing of the Ca.'Jlbrian rocks by the overlying competent 
Zefferson and Y~dison Formations during folding could account for the 
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fracturing of those rocks. 
A great number of other faults occur in the area. lli:ost of these: 
probably fanned in the Laramide orogeny. Some, such as those on the 
north and northeast sides of the Blackfoot City stock, are obviously 
related to intrusion of the batholithic magmas. Many of the others, 
not so obviously related to specific intrusives, nevertheless probably 
formed under the complex stress field which must have existed during 
the intrusion of the batholith. Between Mullan Pass and Greenhorn 
Mountain is a highly faulted area in which the major faults have a 
northwesterly trend. This set of fractures may have formed in response 
either to a northeast-so~thwest tensional stress set up upon relaxation 
of the Laramide compressior-,al forces or to 5.. no:::·thwa:cd direc.:ted stress 
created ·by the intruding main mass of the Boulder Batholith to the south. 
In either c~se their formation shortly preceeded or concurred with the 
injection of batholithic intrusives in the vicinity. If regional 
tension was present, it probably aided in the emplacement of the magmas, 
and tensional faulting and intrusion were probably nearly simultaneous. 
Other faults in the area with a northwest trend may have formed under 
the same stress field as those in the M~llan Pass-Greenhorn Mountain 
area. Tensional release would seem to best explain the norm.al fault in 
the Clarks Can;yon area, in secs. 1, 2, and 12, T.lON., R,7W,, where the 
Park and Hasmark Formations have been d.rofped down into the Meagher 
in the thrust sheet. 
Two large northwest-trending faults suspected beneath the alluvium 
of Dog Creek and Hope Creek may have formed at the sa.~e time as the faults 
in the Mullan Pass-Greenhorn Mountain area. 'I't~e Dog Creek t·aul t is 
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suspected because of the straightness of Dog Creek valley for four miles 
of its length and because of the great thickness of Kootenai Forrr.ation 
on both sides. The formation has apparently been downdropped on the 
east side of Dog Creek, greatly increasing its apparent thickness. An 
inferred fault in Sawmill Gulch, causing a small displacement of the 
Kootenai-Ellis contact is thought to be a continuation of the Dog Creek 
fault. A fault in the Kootenai Formation which meets the Priest Pass 
road is thought to be the southerly end of the Dog Creek fault. The 
presence of the Hope Creek fault is suspected because of the reduction 
in the apparent thickness of the Jefferson Formation along the valley. 
Relative movement upward on the east side of the creek has probably 
caused omission of strata here. 
:Gocally J folding accompanied intrusion. Secondary folding wit.:ij rt 
the large syncline on the south1;;0.st side 01· the lU.nclU.'ooL Cil;y ,;t;o(~J, Ila,: 
already been described. On the northwest side or the stock, in sec. 19, 
a secondary flexure occurs in the Meagher Limestone where it was shouldered 
aside by the intruding magma. In sec. 33 on the south edge of the stock 
a number of small wrinkles occur in the Three Forks and Lodgepole Fonn-
ations on the north side of Snowshoe Creek, probably due to pressures 
exerted by the stock. On the north side of the Greenhorn Creek stock 
a highly faulted overturned anticline and syncline occur. These are the 
only examples of folding related to the in~rusive phase of the orogeny; 
o~herwise deformation was entirely by faulting. 
Post Laramide Stn:.ctures 
Post Laramide block-faulting is responsible for the elevation of 
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the present mountain mass above the relatively depressed Avon Valley. 
The straight, faceted scarp along the east side of the valley is thought 
to be of fairly recent origin, perhaps early Pleistocene, although 
blockfaulting here, as in much of western Montana, probably began in 
the Oligocene or Miocene and has recurred sporadically up until the 
present time (Pardee, 1950). A number of springs within 200 yards of 
the scarp may indicate the position of the buried fault, showing that 
the scarp has not retreated far since the last movement. The height 
of the faceted spur ends indicates a possible most recent uplift of 
from 450 to 600 feet along the scarp between Clarks Canyon and Elli-
ston. A mile east of Elliston a southeastward trending normal fault 
which cuts batholithic rock is probably an extension of the fault re-
sponsible for the Avon Valley scarp. 'I'he other faults near Elliston 
probably represent disintegration of the one fault into com~lex 
fault structure, thus the loss of the scarp at Elliston. North of 
Carpenter Creek the fault of the Avon Valley scarp appears to split into 
two segments. The patch of rbyolite along the scarp is in the slice 
between the two faults, showing that the rbyolite predates at least part 
of the faulting. The Quadrant Quartzite at the mouth of Snowshoe Creek 
canyon is also in this slice, having been dropped down alongside the 
dolomites of the Jefferson Formation. Excellent triangular facets occur 
along the scarp behind the Quadrant north of Snowshoe Creek. The fault 
responsible for the facets extends northwestward along the scarp separ-
ating the Jefferson dolomites above from white recrystallized feld-
spathic quartzites of doubtful age and then, although not traced in the 
field, probably follows a linear topographic low across the Black~oot 
citY stock to join with a scarp on the north side of' Ophir Creek, out-
side the map area. The fault segment bounding the lower side of the 
slice is lost beneath the landslide and gravel north of Snowshoe Creek 
and aJ.though not actually observed on the other (north) side, may fol-
low the base of the scarp southeast of Blackfoot City. 
Other faults which may have formed in the block faulting episode 
are several faults near the axis of the syncline which cut Color-
ado and Kootenai rocks and which displace batholithic sills, evidence 
of their post-orogenic origin. 
In the early stages of block-fa~lting the Oligocene lake beds in 
the Avon Valley the western ecige of the map area were defo::c:'Tled. 
Although lack of exposures prevent field confirmation) the 
aerial photographs show the topographic manir~estation of a southeastward 
plunging syncline and two northwesterly trending faults which meet the 
axis of the syncline at a small angle. All are in sec. 18, T.lON., 
R.7W. Steeply dipping conglomerate and sandstone beds in a nearby 
gulch confirm the presence of deformed beds, although they could not 
be tied into the aerially observed structure. A gravel veneered sur-
face thought to be Pliocene in age truncates the fold) setting an upper 
age limit for its formation. Elsewhere in Montana, an angJ.lar uncon-
for:n.ity has been observed to separate Oligocene from 1,1:i.ocene beds 
(Robinson, 1961). The deformation responsible is probably the same ~hat 
affected the Tertiary beds in this area. 
GEOLOGIC HIS1CRY 
Pre-Tertiary Stratigraphic 
and Tectonic History 
The earliest geologic event which can be recognized in the area 
iS the deposition of the late Precambrian Belt sediments in a rela-
tively stable) slowly subsiding basin, which was the site of accumul-
ation of thick sequences of clean quartzitic sands, red muds, and lime-
stones, all of which bear abundant evidence of shaliow water deposition. 
At the end of Belt time these beds were moderately tilted to the west 
and truncated by pre-Middle Cambrian erosion, so that progressively older 
Belt rocks appear at the erosion surface as it is traced eastward. 
In mid-Cambrian time the seas transgressed westward across the 
region, depositing the thin clean quartz sands of the Flathead Quartzite, 
and then as the sea transgressed eastward, the shales of the Wolsey and 
finally the limestones of the Meagher were laid down. In subsequent 
alternating tra.n~gressions and regressions the shallow water shales and 
limestones of the Upper Cambrian formations were deposited. In the in-
terval following, up to the Early Devonian, the record is missing. Appar-
ently the sea withdrew and a long period of erosion and soil development 
followed (Locbman, 1950). 
In the early Devonian the seas tran;:,gressed briefly from the west 
and the nearshore deposits of the Beartooth Butte Formation formed. Fol-
lowing another shorter period of erosion the seas transgressed again to 
l'emain over the area, presumably until the Late Mississippian. After 
the Late Devonian transgressive phase, in which the fine elastics and 
')') 
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carbonates of the Maywood were deposited, comli tions in the area char,ged 
from the restricted basins of the Late Devonian and Early lvfississippian 
in ~hich the dark, petroliferous carbonates, shales, and evaporites of 
the Jefferson and Three Forks Formations formed, to the open, normal, 
liillY marine seas of Madison time. 
With the withdrawal of the seas in the Late Mississippian, con-
ditions changed from a stable to a somewhat less stable shelf environ-
ment. Subsequent sedimentation was influenced by northern and central 
Montana positive elements, such as the Sweetgrass Arch and the seas 
which returned in the Pennsylvanian became the site of mostly elastic, 
rather than carbonate, deposition. The Amsden(?), Quadrant, and Phos-
phoria Formations are dominantly mudstone-quartzite sequences formed on 
the southern shores of the ancestral Sweetgrass Arch. At the end of the 
Permian, a break in sedimentation occurred once again, with the record 
appearing again in the Middle Jurassic, which is represented by the near-
shore marine elastics and carbonates of the Ellis Group. 
In the Late Jurassic an important change in sedimentation took 
place. The sea withdrew eastward and sediments from high-land source 
areas from the west began to enter the area for the first time. The Mor-
rison and Kootenai Formations are composed mainly of these f'luvial and 
lacustrine deposits, formed on a broad alluvial plain spreading out from 
the western highlands. At the end of Kootenai time, in the late Early 
Cretaceous, seas transgressed from the east and in a series of rapid 
transgressions and regressions, supposedly in response to uplift and 
Variation in sediment supply from the west, the elastics of the Colorado 
Group were deposited. Due to recent post- Cretaceous erosion, the Late 
lO.l 
Cretaceous sedimentary record ends wi tc. ear.2..y Colorado time, al though 
rocks of early Montana age were probably deposited. 
The record from this time on is one of volcanism and deformation, 
thus ending the main sedimentational record of the area approximately in 
early Late Cretaceous time. The next stage in ~he tectonic history 
appears to be broad arching and flexing and the formation of a basin 
in the southeastern part of the map area, perhaps bounded on the northwest 
by a fault scarp, in which the Late Cretaceous andesitic and latitic Elk-
horn Mountains(?) Volcanics accumulated. It has been suggested by 
Klepper et al (1957) that broad arching during the volcanic episode faci-
litated emplacement of sills, which would account for the number of these 
small intrusive bodies in the map area. This episode of volcanism cor-
responds at least in part to the deposition of the Livingston volcanic 
sediments in the Crazy Mountain Basin to the southeast. 
volcanic episode or immediately following it, the main compressional de-
formation of the area took place, forrr1ing the large southeasterly plunging 
folds, and eventually the th:cust faults. 
Probably very soon after the formation of these structures, in 
the late Late Cretaceous, the emplacement of the Boulder Ba.tholith took 
place, with accompanying thermal metamorphism and complication of earlier 
structures by more faulting and minor folding. 
Cenozoic depositional and 0ec~onic history 
and evolution of land forms 
During the Paleocene and Eocene western Montana was probably a high-
land area undergoing active erosion. Coarse Paleocene conglomerates in 
the southwestern part of the state which have been overridden by thrust 
---·-·-----------··--·-··--
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sheets show -chat orogenic def'ormati.cn was still occurring, at 2-east in 
some areas (Lowell and Klepper, 1953). The thick deposits of the For-c 
Union Group in eas"tern Montana and the ~akctas is indicative of the a~ount 
of erosion ta.king place to the west. Atwood (1916), on the basis of "the 
accordant s1.:unmit levels in western MJntana· ranges, believed that the 
erosion culminated in the formation of the Sunnnit Peneplain in western 
Montana, although a number of subsequent workers have found instead evi-
dence for a surface of moderate relief (Pardee, 1950; Alden, 1954; Klepper 
et al, 1957), 
:vra.nn (1954), Robinson (1961); and Wolfe (1964), working in the 
Gravelly Range, Three Forks J3asin, and Smith River J3asin respectively, 
found evidence that highland and lowland areas with the configuration of 
the present day basins and ranges were forming early in the Tertiary. 
Wolfe and Y;ann feel that the present day ~ou~tains in their areas have 
been formed by the exhwna"tion of the Tertiary highlands . Ir1 the 
present map area, little evidence is available for the configuration or 
disproval of an:y of the above theories. The summits of Greenhorn and 
Black Mountains may correspond to the level of an early Tertiary surface, 
but the surface approximated by the accordant levels of most of the ridge 
tops in the area is thought to have ~ormed in the mid rather than in the 
early Tertiary. The present mountainous topograpr..y is thought to have 
started to fonn toward the end of the Tertiary, perhaps in the Pliocene, 
although it is conceivable that some of the older looking valleys in the 
area of the Dog Creek basin existed earlier, were filled by Tertiary 
sediments, and then. flushed out following late Tertiary uplift. 
I:lased upon the premise that the clays and tuffaceous deposits of 
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the Avon and i)og Creek basins are Oligocene and pe:cha.ps :Miocene in B.ge, 
as suggested by Konizeski (fide Eierwagon, 1964), Alden (1954) and Erd-
mann (1957), and upon the premise that the 5200 1 level bench is Plioc0 -· 
as suggested by Alden (1953) and Pardee (1950), the following sequence 
of events is suggested for the area. Although it is by no means the 
only theory possible for the evolution of the present landscape, it does 
appear to logically account for the evidence available. 
1. Eocene - Oligocene. Downwarping and Volcanism. 
The initial downwarping of the Avon and Dog Creek basins is thought 
to have occurred in or shortly before the early Oligocene. Possible 
beginnings of block-faulting provided fissures for the extrusion of lavas 
which formed the rhyolites of the Avon valley. 
2. Oligocene - Miocene(?)·Deposition, volcanism. 
Deposition of fine, tuffaceous sediments of the Avon valley indi-
cates nearby volcanism. Some coarse detritus was deposited in ffiid-basin 
by streams issuing from the surrounding mountains which were probably of 
fairly low relief and well vegetated, the climate being humid (Konizeski, 
1961). The lignitic clays of the Avon and Dog Creek basins may have 
formed in lakes near the end of this stage, during a time of little vol-
canism. 
3. Miocene. Deformation of the Tertiary strata. 
7ne Tertiary strata on the western border of the map area were 
deformed probably due to movement on block faults which squ.eezed the basin 
sediments to form the small.syncline in sec. 18, T.lON., R.7W., and per-
haps other structures which may now lie beneath some of the gravel-
covered erosion surfaces. 
if. Late Miocene - Early Pliocene. of valleys, erosion of 
mountains to .:::'orm the late ~rtiary "Pe.neplain11 • 
The late Tertia:r"J 11 Peneplain 11 .,_ was a surface formed by the levei 
of the basin fill and worn down mountain residuals, of which the slopes 
were graded to the level of the valley fill. The axis of the syncline 
2 
in the Ei..liston area was a topographic high, shedding gravels ~o the 
north, east, and west. The increasing aridity of the Pliocene is 
thought to account for the erosion and transport of coarse detritus 
from worn down mountains. The high level gravels on Meyers Hill and 
east of Mullan Pass formed at this time, probably as ephemeral stream 
and mudflow deposits from scarps formed by resistant strata in the axial 
region of the syncline. Drainage was across the filled-in Dog Creek 
basin to the Helena Valley farther east. 
5. Early Pliocene. Block-faulting and relative uplift of the moun-
tains. 
Faulting along the east side of the Avon basin relatively up-
li~ed the mountains. Coarse gravels shed into the Avon basin from the 
scarp are represented by the isolated boulders of level #1 on the high-
est hilltops in the valley. A west-flowing tributary of the ancestral 
Little 3lackfoot River., rejuvenated by the uplift, worked its way head-
ward along the faults which control the drainage of the present day 
1 P-ardee (1950) applied the term peneplain to a surface which was 
in part depositional in origin, thus not a true peneplain. 
2 . Whether this was the nosition of the Continental Divide is un-
known. Atwood (1916) s~ggests that the Continental Divide at this 
time may have been along the axis of the Big Belt Mountains) far ~o 
the east of its present position. 
, 
I)Og Creek into the area east of the synclinal high-and captu~ed the 
drainage of the f'ormer::..y east-flowing streams. As this streai11 worked 
its way northward, the divide shifted progressively north and eastward 
from its position along the axis of the syncline to occupy its present 
position along the north and east boundaries of the area. It may have 
even been farther north than it is at present) for it seems to be again 
shifting southward today. At a t:L~e when ancestral Dog Creek had eroded 
head.ward far enough to have encountered Belt rocks, the gravels near the 
ridge top north of Elliston were deposited. 
6. Mid Pliocene. A halt in uplift, -che II old valley cycle". 
During a pause in the elevation of· the region) broad mature val-
leys were formed. The presence of these is suggested by the existence 
of gently sloping spurs above the presen~ steep sided valleys. T'ne valley 
bottom at this time is thought to be at about the present 5900 foot 
level near the mouth of Dog Creek and at the 6100 foot level at Thompson 
Flats, 10 miles upstream) although subse~uent disturbances in ~he area 
may have caused changes in levels and the 10 feet per mile gradient de-
noted here may be radically different from the actual gradient. The 
course colluvium of locally derived volcanic and batholithic boulders 
on and near McDonald Pass and Priests Pass may have accumulated at this 
time on gentle slopes graded to the streams of the "old valley cycle". 
On the mountain slopes adjacent to the Avon Valley pediments may 
have formed at this time (at about the present 6000 foot level). The 
lower ridge crests of the mountains along the east side of the valley 
represent the rem..'18.nts of' the now eradicated pediment. (Fig. 14). A 
better preserved surf'ace, thought -co be cut across bedrock and valley 
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fill alike (Prostka, 1964, cowi-:tunicaticn) slopes down t0ward the 
Little Blackfoot River from the so~th, ou~side the map area ( . - ,l7), 
rts base is now at about 5200 feet, 500 feet above the present river 
1evel, This surface may represent a :former pediment also formed during 
the "old valley cycle 11 • The g:r:ea-cer teight and completeness of dis-
section of the postulated pediment on the east side of the Avon Valley is 
due to subsequent uplift along the Avon Valley fault. 
Level #2 in the Avon Valley, represented by the rhyolite bench 
near Elliston and several flat-topped gravel-veneered hills in the south-
west part of the map area, at 5200 feet, is thought to be the valley-ward 
continuation of these surfaces (Fig. 13). Analogs of the level under 
discussion have been recognized in the prominent #1 bench in other western 
Montana valleys (Pardee, i950) and possibly in the Flaxville Plain of 
eastern Montana (Pardee, 1950; Alden, 1932). 
7. Late Pliocene. Continuation cf block-faulting and rejuvenation of' 
streams. 
Regional change in base level occurred, with movement on the Avon 
Valley fault relatively uplifting the mountains. Dog Creek and its 
tributaries renewed their dowrtcutting and must have cut down to nearly 
their present depth, as there are no definite terraces or benches in any 
of the valleys below the level of' the 11 old valley cycle 11 surface which 
would indicate subsequent long pauses in downcutting. In the Avon Val-
ley, coarse gravel was shed across the number 2 level as the uplifted 
pediment underwent dissection (Fig. 17). The large high level alluvial 
far. north of the mouth of Snowshoe Creek Canyon was probably formed at 
this time. The surrace (#2 level) across which these gravels was spread 
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must have had a fairly high gradient) as is shown by the coarseness of the 
gravel. 
8. Early Pleistocene. Dissection of level #2. Glaciation of Greenhorn 
Mountain area. 
Following the uplift and shedding of gravels the #2 surface under-
went dissection and a slightly lower surface) level #3, with a lower 
gradient fonned. This is represented by the flat gravel veneered rem-
nants near the mountain front north of the Elliston moraine and between 
the mouths of Snowshoe Creek and Trout Canyons (Figs. 4, 14). Regional 
uplift of both basin and range, with erosion rather than deposition by 
the more competent Pleistocene streams, could account for a new level 
cut at a lower gradient. The mountains, being well f'orested, probably 
did not shed much coarse detritus. At this time the Little Blackfoot 
and its tributaries from the Avon Valley, T~out Creek and Snowshoe Creek, 
probably flowed from 150 to 200 feet above their present levels, and 
had slightly dissected the prominent //2 bench cut on rl:wo: .· 
Elliston. 
The glaciation in the Greenhorn Mountain area may have taken place 
at this time. A till sheet was spread over much of the northeastern 
part of the map area. 
9. Early to Mid-Pleistocene. Uplift and spread of gravels over the 
number three level. 
In what was probably the final uplift along the Avon Valley fault 
the mountain area was raised slightly, bringing the uplift since the late 
Pliocene to about 600 feet, as indicated by the height of the truncated 
spurs along the scarp. Gravels were spread across level #3. 
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10. Pre-Wisconsinan Pleistocene. Dissection by strea.~s to below present 
levels. 
Possibly due to climatic changes in the Pleistocene, or as a con-
sequence of the minor uplift of #9 the streams of the entire area 
eroded to below their present levels. This pre-Wisconsinan dissection 
has also been recognized in the adjacent Ila.sin Quadrangle to the south 
(Ruppel, 1963) where the early Wisconsinan drift fills valleys of an 
earlier origin. 
11. Early Wisconsinan. Glaciation. 
Early in the Wisconsinan stage of the Pleistocene the large glacier 
moving northward down the Little Blackfoot River Valley lapped up onto 
the mountain north of Elliston to an elevation of 5900 feet, 800 feet 
above the present stream level, one tong~e pushing westward out over the 
rhyolite bench north of Elliston and another northeastward into Dog Creek 
valley. The top of the well-defined terrace on the north side of the 
Little Blackfoot River valley in secs. 33 and 34, T,lON., R.7W. is thought 
to represent the outwash level of the time. A deposit of coarse gravel 
between the moraine and mountain side on the NW corner of sec. 36 may 
have formed as an ice-contact alluvial fan. A similar origin is postu-
lated for the gravel deposit in the center of Sec. 27. 
On the ridge northeast of Elliston cross-ridge stream channels 
at a number of levels from the highest level of drift down nearly to the 
present stream level formed by ice marginal streams, may have been formed 
by overflow from a lake which must have formed in the ice-blocked Dog 
Creek valley, although they could be SL~ply meltwater channels. Dog 
Creek now flows through one of these channels cut through a ridge of 
:i...09 
Madison Limestone below the limestone quarry. Its original channel is 
filled with drift. The only other evidence for a lake in Dog Creek Val-
ley is a possible remnant of a small delta observed on the aerial photos 
in a small tributary valley near the head of Sawmill Gulch, at an ele-
vation of about 6000 feet, and the remnants of a possible dissected delta 
at'5760 feet on Dog Creek near its confluence with Hope Creek. 
12, Wisconsinan. Downcutting and complete removal of the terminal mor-
aine and of most of the outwash deposits from the valley of the Little 
Blackfoot River . 
13, Late Wisconsinan. Establishment of present alluvial level in 
stream valleys. 
Either during the waning phases of the Boulder Mountain ice sheet 
to the south or perhaps during a later Wizconsinan glaciation the valleys 
of the area, with the exception of those draining the Avon Valley scarp, 
received their present alluvial fills. The level of the present alluvial 
fill is slightly below the level of the outwash plain in the southern 
border of the map area, both Dog Creek and the Little Blackfoot having cut 
through the plain. Thus a period of downcutting ensued prior.to the 
alluviation which produced the present valley floor, and the theory of 
a later glacial episode is favored. As the Boulder Mountains are not 
thought to have been glaciated again (Ruppel, 1962), the alluvium may 
have accumulated as a backfilling graded to the level of glacial Lake 
Missoula, which at its highest level must have backed up to Gold Creek, 
25 miles downstream (Fig. 18). 
14. Recent. Building of alluvial fans into the valleys, capture at 
mouth of Dog Creek basin. 
Fig. 18. View east up the of the Little Blackfoot River 
from near Avon, showing the broad floodplain. Fog-shrouded surface 
of the No. 2 level erosion surface at left center, in distance. 
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Along the Little Blackfoot River and Dog valleys and other 
eJ.Juvial floored valleys} small well~fonr.ed alluvial fans have been or 
e being built out into the present ~loodplains. Another event of recent e.r 
en~e has been the capture of George Creek in the Dog Creek basin by occur --
a tributary of Dog Creek. George Creek, which formerly drained into 
'I)og creek through the alluviated valley on the north side of el. 5831 
in sec. 15, T .lON. , R. 6W. now drains through the narrow valley on the 
east side of that prominence. 
Appendix I. Grain size and oedding thickness terminology. 
Grain size descriptions for the terrigenous rocks are according 
to the Wentworth scale (Wentworth, 1922). For hand-specimen description 
of carbonate rocks, the following scale was employed~ 
Greater than 2 mm. 
1/2 - 2 mm. 
1/16 - 1/2 mm. 
Less than 1/16 mm. 
coarse-grained 
medium-grained 
fine-grained 
very fine-grained 
For bedding thickness descriptions a modified form of the system 
proposed by McKee and Weir (1953) was used, as follows: 
Bedding obscure 
Greater than 4 ft. 
2 - 4 ft. 
6 in. - 2 ft. 
2 in. - 6 in. 
1/2 in. 2 in. 
1/8 in. - l/2 in. 
Less than 1/8 in. 
.Massive 
Very thick-bedded 
Thick-bedded 
Medium-bedded 
Thin-bedded 
Very thin-bedded 
:Saminated 
Very thinly-lar~inated 
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Appendix II. 
Struc~ure Sections of the Elliston .Area. 
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Appendix III, Stratigraphic Sections 
Section 1. Permian and Jurassic Forrn.ations 
Location: North Trout CreekJ SE corner sec. 34, T.llN.J R.7W. 
Kootenai Formation: basal conglomeratic quartzite 
Morrison Formation: 
MudstoneJ grey-green, slightly calcareousJ very hard 
(probably slightly recrystallized during very 
low grade contact metamorphism - would probably 
better be described as a hornfels), very thin-
bedded, a few beds of dark olive-brown, non calc-
feet 
areous mudstone at top, generally well-exposed •...... 45 
Shale and sandstone; oliYe-brown to greenish-grey 
shales with interbedded brown, calcareous, fine-
grained sandstones; covered ............... 25 
Shale, olive-brown to greenish-greyJ nodules o~ light-
grey to blue-grey weatheringJ black, aphanitic 
limestone in lower partJ forms grassy swale .~ 
Total, Morr.ison Forrr.ation .... 
Swift Formation: 
Sandstone, medium-brown to brownish-grey, medium-grained, 
quartzitic (a few calcareous be~s), well-indurated, 
"salt and pepper" appearance, thin-bedded, dark and 
light banding and cross-stratification prominent in 
some beds, presence of shale-pebble conglomerates 
and breccias, petrified wood fragments up to four 
inches long, belemnites (lower third), a few dark 
grey shale interbeds, some very sandy, buff weather-
ing,light-grey fossil frag::nental limestones in 
.120 
lower third • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . .. . .100 
Sawtooth Formation: 
Covered 
Sandstone and siltstone; light to dark brownish-grey, 
silty, fine-grained, calcareous sandstone and 
medium-grey weathering, medium brownish-grey, cal-
careous, sandy ( coarse s:ibangu,lar quartz and black 
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. . . . 16 
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chert) siltstone, with a few layers of finely 
comminuted fossil hash; some coarse grained, 
sparsely oolitic limestone; very thin-bedded. 
Limestone or calcareous siltstone, light olive-grey, 
fine-grained, moderate yellowish-brown weather-
ing, very fossiliferous, some thin beds of sandy 
(coarse, subangular, black chert), in upper part, 
some of these containing coarse hash of pelecypod 
fragments; lithologies recognized are mostly 
:feet 
15 
float in a bacly covered interval .••.•.•. 60.0 
Limestone, brownish-grey and blocky at base, becoming 
light olive-grey and shaley near top, very fine-
grained, dense, unfossiliferous, may contain 
abundant pyrite cubes .•.•..•••.•..•.•. 20.0 
Shale, dark grey, calcareous (except at base, where 
very fissile, irregularly bedded, soft, rusty-
stained, non-calcareous shales occur), weathering 
dark purplish-grey ..... . 
Total, Sawtooth Formation 
Phosphoria Formation: 
Sandstone, light brownish-grey, medium-grained, quartzitic, 
wel=.. indura ted, 11 salt and pepper:: appearance, thin-
bedded, weathering dark purplish-grey to purplish-
brown, interbeds of grey che::ct l"-2': thick in lower 
half of interval~ interbedded tan weathering, light 
rusty-tan mudstones and dark grey chert in upper 
part; at top sandstones are more friable, calcareous, 
.122.5 
rust-stained, contain some nodular black chert. . 5.5 
Sandstone and mudstone (gradational interval); shaley, 
grey-green, cherty, calcareous mudstone near base, 
quartzitic, :isalt and pepper" sandstone in upper 
part . . • • • . . • . • .•. 2.0 
Mudstone and chert; interbedded light rusty-tan, cal-
careous mudstone with l"-2 11 bedding and grey-brown to 
black., bedded and nodular chert with beds up to 6 11 , 
highly breccia. ted • . . . • . • . . . • • • 5. 7 
Mudstone and chert; light greyish-tan to light rusty-
tan weathering, medi'Lun-grey to violet-brown, hard, 
quartzitic, very thin-bedded mudstone with intra-
layer bands and nodules of' :medium-grey chert; a 
few beds of: black, brittle chert up to 811 thick in 
upper half; bedding in interva.l increases in thickness 
upwards, from 1/411_-1/2i, at. base to 1 11 -21: at top •.•. 12.3 
i 
i 
I 
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Sandstone and mud.stone; du.rk gr'.:y., n1st-.f'le~Kf::d, very 
fine-grained sandstone u.pws.rd into rust-
3'tained, rusty to greenish-tan 't1eat;l:1ering, 
yellowish-tan to greenioh muds tone, 
some of whic:t,;, cor::tains sparse phosphatic oolites 
Phosphorite, black, oolitic, fetid 
Total, Phosphoria Formation 
Quadrant(?) Formation 
Sandstone, light buff-grey, very fine-grained (silt?), 
calcareous, weathering light grey-brown with rusty 
bands, some nodular light grey chert, bedding 1/2" 
to 311 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Dolomite or dolomitic quartzite, light-grey, very fine-
grained, some light grey chert nodules, bedding 
1 11 to 5" . . .. 
Covered 
Quadrant Quartzite: ledge of massivey reddish-purple to medium 
light-grey to yellowish-brown weathering, fine-grained 
ligh't-grey quartzite, 10.7 feet thick. 
Section 2. Pennsylvanian Formations 
Location: Elliston, NW corr:.er sec. 32, T.lON., R.6W. 
Quadrant Quartzite (partial section): 
Quartzite, white, fine-grained, massive, ledge-forming, 
· thickness not dete!".mined ••.•....••. 
Covered; light-buff, very fine-grained dolomite(?), 
light-buff, cherty mudstone, and buff-tan, fine-
grained quartzite from badger holes •.•..• 
Quartzite, ligct tan, very fine-grained, blocky, much 
da.rk brown liesegang banding ...•••.. 
Covered. 
Covered; thin-~edded, hard, white, fine-grained quartzite 
and brownish-yellow, fine-grained, quartzitic sand-
stone in float . . . . . . . . . . "(I • • • ,, • • • • • 
L __ 
l 
3.0 
32.2 
3.7 
9.0 
50.0 
? 
40 
9 
28 
30 
. i 
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Partial thickness, Quadrant Q,ua::ctzi 1:;e 
p.lllsden Formation: 
Covered; grassy swale with dusky-red soil; dark red, non-
caJ.careous mudstone chips and small. purplish-grey 
weathering limestone nodules in f'loat . . . . . 19 
Siltstone, mosLly buff with some brick-red, slightly 
calcareous, qua:rtzitic, thin-bedded., fla.ggy; some 
very fine-grained, limonitic quartzite; :resistant. 90 
Covered; grassy swale with float fragments of very thin-
bedded, buff., non-calcareous., limonitic siltstone 
and very fine-grained quartzite . • • . . . . . . 50 
Total, .Amsden Fonnation .. 
M:J,dison Limestone: massive, light-grey weathering., light-
grey, finely crystal.line limestone 
Section 3. Mississippian Formations 
Location: Snowshoe Creek., NW 1/4, SW 1.4, sec. 34, ~.llN., R.7w. 
Mission Canyon Limestone: light-grey weathering, medium-grey., 
fine-grained limestone, slightly recrystallized; thin 
broken bands and nodules of buff chert make up 20% of 
the rock in places, give a thin-bedded appearance to rock; 
section of Mission Canyon not measured. 
Lodgepole Limestone: 
Covered; a·oundant coa:::-se rubble of limestone fragments in 
soil, mainly dark grey weathering, black, ~ine-
grained limestone with scattered crinoid columnals; 
a few lighter grey, coarser limestones made up al.most 
159 
entirely of crinoid columnaJ.s . • • . • • . 376 
Limestone., dark-grey to black, very r~ine-grained) beds 
3::_10:r thick., separated by l/4"-l/2" units of' 
shaley limestone or less commonly stylolitic 
contacts, thin layers of sand-sized crinoidal 
material common within beds, strings of intralayer 
black chert nodules (nodules up to 4 feet wide) making 
up to lO or 15% of' rock. . . • . . . • . . . • . • • . 117 
----~---~-------------...,.....,~--------'---~._.....-----------
Covered; steep tal't1s slope 
Total, Lodgepole Formatior. 
Three Forks Forrr.ation: covered gentle slope 
section 4. Devonian Formation 
Location: ~wo miles north of Elliston, SW 1/4, NE 1/4, sec. 25, 
T.lON, R. 7W. 
Lodgepole Limestone: very thin-bedded, shaley, light blue-grey, 
weathering, dark-grey, very fine-grained limestone with 
small nodules of black chert. 
Three F·orks Formation: 
Shale, brownish-green to grey-green, fissile, non-
calcareous, wi'th inter-r::edded very thir.J..y-bedded, 
yellow-1::rown, very fine-gTained, fossiliferous 
dolomite in upper part; many bra:::hiopods weathering 
out of shs.le .. • . . . . . . • . • . . . . . 
Limestor:.e) -::i.h;.e-grey weathering, dark-grey, verJ 
fir:0-gra.ined, massive; a few smal.-:. irregular 
nodll.:..ee of black chert; brach:iopods, gastropods, 
crinoid colu.."!ln6.:::;, s in upper part;; forms low, rounded 
130 
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outcrops . • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • • 150 
Shale, yellowish-brown 2 brownish-green, grey-green, 
grey, and purple, fissil.e, nor.-calcareous with 
interbedded very thin-0edded, dark brown dolomites; 
grading upward into very thin-bedded, dark yellow-
Grown, fine-grained dolomites • . • . . . • • • . • 100 
Covered; gentle slope with lithologies similar to unit 
above in soil, probably continuation of the same 
unit . 
Total, Three Forks Formation 
Jefferson Formation: massive, ledge-forming, light blue-grey 
weathering,. black, fine-grained, fetid limestone, 10-20 
feet tr.ick; underlain about 50 feet of buff', thin-
bedded dolomites and breccias of shal.ey dolomite or mud-
stone, with much pink and red staining 
100 
415 
·~----------------,,.....,,.-------~-------------------·--- -
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Section 5. Devonian Formations 
Location: 15, '1'.11N., R,7W. 
Three Forks Formation: 
Shale or horn:fels, black., blocky, hard) :forms pine-
covered swale, thickness not determined 
Limestone, light-grey to buff wea'thering, light 
brownish-grey, very fine-grained, cavernous, mas-
sive limestone; oft.en stained pinkish-red; breccias 
feet 
in lower part: .ledge-formihg • • • • 50 
.Mudstone, greenish-g:rey, calcareous_, hard (probably 
actuaJ.ly a hornfeJ..s) ., very thinly-bedded; mainly 
float in a covered swale . . . . . . . . . • . . 80 
Partial section, '.i:hree Forks Formation . • . . . . . . 130 
Jef'ferson Formation: 
Upper Unit: 
Dolomit,e) black 3 fine-gra.inedy :fe:tid 
::Jolomi te; interbedded ma:;sive, l.ight pidt and rusty 
stained, bt..ff, fine-grair,Ed dolom.i te ar:d black 
dolomite s imiia.r -r:;c that above . . . . 
Dolomite., dark-grey to black, fine-grained, thinly-
lami.nated, massive, fetid do.lomite .. 
Limestone and dolomite; massive, cavernou.s, white, 
recrystal.lized lirne.::;t;or..e and grey to black dolo-
mites, some of which 1:,,re brecciated ..... 
Dolomite and limestone; 
dark-grey to bl~~k 
bedded, light-grey 
mas;;ive, thir.2.y-lamir...ated, 
dolomite with a. few thin inter-
limestones 
Dolomite, -black, sa~c"i:.aroidal, :me' 
:, salt a.r~tl pcppt:,r:' -ap;e<:,i:' 
fetid., &'1lfhi1cr·~:.J son~e ·~,rec,,~·-" __ .. 
·, ,.,.::',inated., 
:;)olomite and limestone; massive_, 1;lack_, saccharoidal 
dolomite int:>:>r·;:edded with thin-·~cedded, light- grey 
wea.tr:ering, medi,..un-grey, :fine-grained limestone. . 
Total., upper u.nit. . . . 
25 
20 
165 
50 
63 
80 
457 
, 
1.23 
Middle unit: 
Dolomi"Ce, ·,1lack;:, s8.:: :b1.r.oidal, soruE:: with n salt 
and. pepper'' weau:.ered .,,ur.fc1.·:e 
Dolomi,:;e) buff, pink-sts.ined, mediurn-grained, massive) 
cavernous, "s9.l t and pepper': -grey weathered surface . 10 
Dolomite, dark- to medium-grey weathering) black, sac-
chnroidlElil,, medium,- t-o thick-"t:icdded, fetid, some 
11 salt and pepper1: weathered surfaces, many stromato-
poroids. . . • . . • • . • . . . . • . . . 44 
Limestone., very ligtt-grey to light-buff weathering, 
light grey, fine-gra.ined, massive, rust-stained, 
cavernous 
Limes,:;one, medium--grey weathering, de.rk-grey, fine-grained, 
mediu..rn- to thick-·;:;edded, slightly :fetid, stromatoporoids, 
possible rugose corals) small porous ovoid 
of white CaC03 ..... . 
Covered. 
Dolomi-:e, S6.c::Laroida.l, medium- to thick-bedded, 
some :: salt and pepper'1 rocks, fetid, 
stromatoporoids .............. . 
Total, middle unit 
Lower unit: 
Covered 
L:i.rn.estone, dark-grey weatt..ering, "t-18.ck, fine-grained, 
medium-bedded, fe7;id, some 1?:J.;yE:,rs thin2..y laminated, 
stromato:i;.orc1ids,9 rugose and ta·::ula-r:;e(?) corals, 
crinoids _; with some i:c.terl;edded light grey massive 
19 
30 
10 
67 
233 
66 
limestone with some 3tromatoporoids. • . . . . 40 
Limestone, light blue-grey wea.theringJ dark-grey to black, 
very fine-grainedJ thin-cedded, many brachiopods, 
crinoidsJ some gaBtropods, 61 
:Sir£est;one., pi.nJ<;: and purp.le·-dta:ineci, l:ignt grey, fine-
grained, a. single bed 
Limestone, light blc."l.e-grey we"i.t.her:ing, d6.rk-grey to ·olack, 
very fine-grair~ed, thir1-ted.ded., conglomerate-like 
weathering su:;:-tace, sorr..e bed:::, mot;t.led with pale buff 
or ligt. tAr grey, eome ,sn1::.J.J. st:roma toporoids, poorly 
1 
preserved . , a·::;,....r ... dant fine fossil hash . . . 109 
I 
I 
I 
Total, lower unit. 
Total, Jefferson Formation . . . . • . . . 
Maywood Formation: 
Covered; float shows black non-caJ..careous muds and 
shaJ..es, very thin-bedded brick-red non-caJ..careous 
mudstones., and shaJ..ey, caJ..careous, light-buff weather-
ing., light grey ruudstone, apparently grading to grey 
and buff calcareous shaJ..es and shaley limestones in 
the upper part. . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . . • . . 
Tolomite breccia, light-grey, purple-stained, apparently 
:feet 
a single bed . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • 2 
Covered; float shaley to very thin-bedded, grey-
green, violet, and p·llrple mottled, very fine-grained, 
hard dolomites or hornfelses, and more :rn.assive light-
medium-grained dolomites. 70 
TotalJ Maywood Form1;;::ion 
Red Lion. For.rrra tivn: ·t,rea.k ir.:. 
and buff mottled dolomites 
Section 6. Cambrian Fonnation 
, covered. interval with grey 
in soil. 
Location: Meyers Hill area, ~orth sec. 15, T.llN., R.7W. 
Maywood Formation: covered; shaley mott~ed dolomites in float. 
Red Lion Formation: 
Covered; 
float 
to mediu.~-grey mottled dolomites in 
Dolomite, very light-grey weathering, medium-grey, fine-
grained, faintly mottled, mas brecciated 
appearance on weathered surface co:r:rmon; some of the 
rocks with 1=b1ue and gold,: mottling such as is common 
199 
37 
in tl:e Meagher Li:a;.e.st.one; unit poorly exposed. . . . . 65 
(Shift in sectior. downridge to southeast l/4 mile) 
Limestone, mediu..'r_-grey, :fine-grained, thin-bedded, 
resistant, with waiI'-J anastomozing laminae of dark-
silty dol.omite( ?), which stand in relief on 
the weathered sur£ace ..•...........• 
' 
36 
~-----------------------~--r--
125 
Limestone, light-grey to dark-grey, i'ine-grair:.ed, thin- feet 
bedded, flaggy., with cri:nkl.y or wavy anastomozing 
laminae of Bil~y buff dolomite(?); some fine trilo-
bite hash and intrafor:mational flat-pebble calcar-
enitic lL~estone conglomerates; some very thin-bedded 
fine-grained buff and purple silty dolomites or dolomitic 
siltstone; upper five feet resistant, rest poorly ex-
posed. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • · · • • • 
Limestone, medium-grey to dark-grey) fine to medium cal-
carenitic, with ·buff silty laminae • • . . • • 5 
Dolomite, purple, fine-grained) laminated, recrystallized 
patches of pink and buff dolomite • . . . . . . • . . 5 
Dolomite, dark grey to mottled tan and brick-red, sacc-
haroidal, one 13n bed overlain by a couple of one or 
two inch beds . . • • • . . . . . . . . . l 
Limestone; purple conglomerate, with 
calcarenite in a 
matrix of simila:: matsrial, overlain unconfo:rr~ably by 
limestone with a few inches of l.igh 
very thin silty "c-u.ff laminae . . . . 6 
Shale, dark-grey to black, very thin fissili~y. 11 
Shale, variegated (dark-grey, purple, brick-red, olive-
brown), very thin fissil.ity, some interbedded similar 
but non-fissile very thin-·bedded mudstones 14 
Dolomite, buff to "bri-"~k-red, fine-grained., very thin-
bedded, silty (mLlch of this material may actually be 
dolomitic siltstone), with very fissile olive-brown 
greenish-grey, and dark-grey shsles appearing in the 
upper third. • . • • . . . . • . . . • • • . 18 
Siltstone, brick-red to purplish-red, very thin-bedded) 
some bedding plan6S worm-b~rrowed; some red thin-bedded 
s dolomites, burrowed purple shales. . . • . • . . 23 
Total,Red Lion For~ation. 
, iasmark Dolomite: l5 foot covered interva"i. with light-grey 
saccharoidal dolomite in float, underlain by a cliff-
rorming sequepce of thin- to medium-bedded, light-grey 
weathering, medL:un-grey, meciiu:m-grained, mottled dolomite, 
28 feet exposed.· 
239 
--------------~'Cs"·--·-~~-~; 
-
... 
, 
2..26 
Section r(. Cambrian :B'orrnation 
Location: Sprir.g Gulch., SW 1/4., l\Tw. 1/4., sec. , T.llN., R.6W. 
Lion Formation: brick-red and ·ouf:f shaley dolomites and 
dolomitic siltstones. 
Hasmark Dolomite: 
Covered. 
Dolomite, light-grey weathering., light bluish-grey, violet-
grey, to light brownish-grey, :fine to medium-grained, 
massive, slightly :fetid, faintly mottled on weathered 
surface with light bluish-grey, an irregular crinkly 
very-thin bedding within some slabs in lower part of 
unit, faint outlines of recrystallized fossil fragments 
:feet 
126 
and pebbles; poorly exposed. . . . . . . . . . . . • . 168 
Dolomite; similar to unit above, but mottling more cons-
picuous., and containing some harder, finer-grained 
dolomites with sma::..l ovoid and filamentous algal(?) 
structures; upper half of uYJ.it poorly exposed, lower 
half shows an ir.tertedding of the mottled dolomite 
with ~he finer-grair.ed algaliferous(?) dolomite; 
mott:ed do~omites weather to give a 
breccia-:..ike wes.thered surface ..•. 
Dolomite; mediu.~-grey weathering, mediurn-grained dolomite 
mottled with c~ue-grey weathering, fine-grained 
dolomite; resistant., mediu..~- to thick-bedded, breccia-
like weathering surface conspicuous; algaliferous(?) 
84 
dolomites relatively scarce in this interval . • . • . 73 
Dolomite, light-grey weathering., medium-grey, fine-
grained, slightly fetid, some very faint mottling, 
medium- to thick-bedded, resistant . . . 7 
Covered; grassed over talus slope; slope angle 23°. 32 
Total, Hasmark Dolomite. 
Park Shale: covered 14° slope. 
Section 8. Cambrian Formations 
Loca. tion: Meyers Hill, W 1 /2 sec . 10., '.I:. llN. , R. 7W. 
Hasmark Dolomite: massive, light-grey weathering, mediu..Tl-grey, 
fine-grained dolomite. 
490 
r--
-----~-----------,...-------- -~~~---------------r ill 
' 
park Shale: 
Covered; f.loat fragments of buff and rust-red very thin-
bedded dolomi te.s ar.d dolomite conglo:r:1erai::;e, buff-
weathering medium-grey fine-grained verJ thin-bedded 
limestone., 2.imonitic calcareous mlidstone, and light-
grey nodular limestone . • . . • . . • • . . . . • • 
ShaJ.e, buff to ochre, non-calcareous, with interbedded 
light-srey nodular limestone) poorly exposed •. 
Shale, grey-green., non-~9.lcareous, very 
buff to rusty-brown shale and very 
fine-grained dolomite ...•. 
fissile; some 
thin-bedded 
Shale, grey-green, very fissile; some reddish-purple shale 
and buff shaley dolomite, mostly covered ..... 
Shale, grey-green, very fissile; upper 10 feet weathers 
dark-purple~ contains tiny linguloid. ·orachiopods; 
some purple weathering shales through rest of unit; 
one foot sill of grey-green porphyry at base .... 
Sha.le a:.1d. lirr.f:::otone; fissile g:rey-greer~ shale with inter-
·oedded ·r,lue-grey weatt.ering d5.rk grey fine-grained 
very thin-·ced.ded. limestone and intraformational 
limestone conglomerate; the limestone has ·ourrowed 
·bedding surfaces a.nd much displays the 11blue and 
gold" mottling typical of the underlying Meagher 
Limestone; some layers rich in small ovoid algal(?) 
structures; some very thin-bedded fine-grained purplish-
brown dolomite . . • • . . . . . . . . • . • • . • . . 
Shale, olive-brown, fissile, non-calcareous; some thin soft 
rusty-brown fine-grair.ed dolomites and nodular blue-
grey limestone with ovoid algal(?) structures; two 
foot sill of grey--green :porphyry at top . • . • • • • • 
Total, Park Shale .•.• 
Meagher Limestone: 
Limestone and shale; dark blue-grey weathering, black, 
fine-grained, thir.-·oedded, a-blue and gold11 mottled 
1.imestone and l irr1es tone:::: . .;..,i th small ovoid algal ( 7) 
structure;;;, ir ..:t,sr~:edded with grey~g::reen, fissile 
shale.=. of Park aspect; poorly exposed . . • • 
Lime.stor.e, bl.ue-grey we:1.t,hering, dark-grey to black, 
fine-grained., oo."Li tic and ovoid (?) rich. • 
I"'" 
feet 
13 
5 
22 
14 
67 
20 
12 
153 
7 
8 
• 
, 
·Limestone, similar to unit above, but oolitic; 
some beds in upper part w::..th ovoid algal(?) 
structures . 
Liinestone, weathered surface blue-grey mottled with light 
violet-grey or buff., dark-grey, fine-grained, very 
thin-bedded; a few somewhat thicker bedded dark grey 
oolitic limestones ......... . 
Limestone, blue-grey weathering, dark-grey, fine-grained, 
thin-bedded, irregularly crenulated bedding surfaces, 
small (less than 1 in.) branching twig-like structures 
\ 
of white calcite very apparent on weathered surfaces; 
a few very thin beds of ovoid algal(?) limestone and 
13 
11 
oolitic limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . • 34 
Limestone, blue-grey weathering, inconspicuously mottled 
with light-grey, fine-grained, very thin- to thin-
bedded, crenulated bedding surfaces. 9 
Limestone, similar to unit before last. 
Limestone, similar to unit before last. . 
LL.11estone, similar to unit before last. . . . . 
Covered; 22 0 slope, probably mainly talus of above four 
units. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Covered; horizonta::;.._, lithologies in float same as in the 
last five exposed units. . . ..• 
Covered; 12° slope, lithologies in float same as in the 
last five exposed units. . . . . . 
Park Shale(?): grey-green shale in swale, postulated fault 
between this and Meagher Limestone above 
(shift in section along postulated fault 1/2 mile to the west 
to pick up upper part of Meagher; about 300 feet of 
Meagher thought to be missing here) 
Covered, interval of indeterminate thickness. 
Limestone, blue-grey and pale-buff mottled weathering 
surface, dark-grey, fine-grained, thin-bedded .. 
Limes-cone, blue-grey and pale-·ouff mottled weathering 
slil'face, dark-grey to clack, ver-J fine-grained. 
thin-bedded; some oolitic and ovoid algal(?) lime-
stones present:; interva.l poorly (-;xposed ..... . 
4 
5 
3 
21 
18 
? 
55 
... 
.... 
Limestone, similar t;o above, but is very thin-·bedded, 
flaggy, less conspicuc,u.sly mottled; bedding surfaces 
very crenulate on a s:nall scale; small twig-like 
structures of white calcite common 
Covered, probably talus 
Covered, gentle slope . 
Limestone, blue-grey and gold to pale-buff mot;tled 
weathering surface, dark-grey, fine-grained, thin-
to medium-bedded, some layers with small (less than 
1/4 in.) ovoid algal(?) structures ........• 
Limestone, similar to above but thin-bedded, mottled with 
pale-buff to brick-red; some unmottled beds very 
algaliferous( ?); some layers of very fine trilobite 
hash in the mottled limestones ..........•. 
Covered, horizontal ..•.....•........ 
Limestone, blue-grey and pale-buff mottled weathering 
surface, dark-grey, fine-grained, very "thin-bedded, 
some unm.ottled layers with oolites and tiny 
(algal)? structures ••........ 
Partial thickness, Meagher Limestone. 
Wolsey Shale: olive finely-micaceous shale. 
Section 9. Cambrian Formations 
Location: Gold,Canyon, NW l/4 sec. 13, T,lON., R,7W. 
Meagher Limestone: thin-bedded blue-grey mottled with light-grey 
or buff fine-grained limestone; abrupt change in slope. 
Wolsey Shale: 
Covered; chips of light-grey calcareous shale and shaley 
75 
8 
68 
13 
18 
12 
8 
503 
black aphan.itic liinestone in soil. . . • . 87 
Limestone, light greyish-brown weathering, light greenish-
grey, aphanitic, nodular between laminae of dark-
grey weathering, black mudstone; bedding surfaces 
burrowed; this very conspicuously laminated unit is 
highly resistant., ledge-forming, has probably been 
metamorphosed to the extent that it should be termed 
a hornfel s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 29 
Covered; chips of 
in soil; some 
to black ~on-calcareous shale 
micaceous, so~e burrowed. 
Covered; chips of olive-brown wea-;:,herir.g, greenish-grey, 
micaceous shale in soil ...... . 
Shale, siltstone, ; medimn-grey to dark-grey to 
greenish-grey, laminated to very thin-bedded ver-J 
fine-grained 
finely micaceous 
:faces J 
laminae indicate 
Covered .....•• 
ites, quartzitic siltstones, and 
shales or argillites; bedding sur-
wavy, burrowed; contorted, folded 
soft sediment deformation 
Quartzite, pinkish- to 
thin-bedded, with 
greenish-white, medium-grained, 
very thin wavy laminae of rusty-
weathering dark-grey finely stained 
micaceous shale •• 
Covered .. 
Quartzite, , medium-grained, a very tr,.in 
ripple la~ination. 
Covered .. 
Total, Wolsey Shale 
Flathead Quartzite: 
Quartzite, siltstor.e, shale; intc:,rbedded very thin- to thin-
bedded white medium to coarse-grained cross-bedded 
quartzites, sandy quartzitic siltstones 
and quartzites, and dark grey-green 
finely micaceous shales or argillites; resistant 
unit, apparently thermally metamorphosed; 
feet 
:06 
73 
3 
2 
2 
372 
number of decreases upward in unit. 16 
Quartzite, white to pinkish-white, some weathering purple, 
medium- to coarse-gra.ined,thin- to medi"ili'U-bedded, 
cross-bedding of the planar or tabular type; very 
thin larninae or dark grey-green micaceous sandy 
shales, more common toward top. 
Covered; talus 
Quartzite, smokey weat.hering) white, medium-grained, 
very thin- to thin-bedded, cross-bedded, with 
laminae and very thin beds of mediu.~-grey sandy and 
micaceous shale or argillite with burrowed bedding 
16 
planes • . . • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
l 
feet 
Total, Flathead Quartzite. 
Black Moun0ain Formation: covered interval 36 feet thick underlain 
by a few beds of ledge-fanning quartzite 
and dark-grey argillite. 
, 
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